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Kurzfassung
Die Diplomarbeit behandelt die automatische Erkennung von Überblendungen (gradual transitions) in
historischem Filmmaterial. Wir verwenden Material des russischen Filmemachers Dziga Vertov.
Verglichen mit zeitgenössischem Material erschwert die Verwendung von historischem Filmmaterial
die Erkennung der Überblendungen. Das historische Material hat eine schlechtere technische Qualität,
und es wurde anders editiert als zeitgenössisches Material.
Die Erkennung von Einstellungsgrenzen (shot boundary detection) ist der erste Schritt des Contentbased Video Retrieval. Außerdem erlaubt die Kenntnis der Einstellungsgrenzen Rückschlüsse auf den
Editierstil des Filmemachers. Die Erkennung von Einstellungsgrenzen ist ein aktives Forschungsfeld.
Die Schnitterkennung (cut detection) wird als gelöst betrachtet, wohingegen für die Erkennung von
Überblendungen noch laufend verschiedene Ansätze publiziert werden. Alle von uns recherchierten
Ansätze beziehen sich auf zeitgenössisches Material.
Der Ablauf der Shot Boundary Detection wird in vier Phasen eingeteilt: a) die Extraktion geeigneter
Bildmerkmale, b) die Herstellung eines kontinuierlichen Signals, c) die Klassifikation und d) die
Nachbearbeitung. Für die Detektoren werden zwei verschiedene Ansätze verfolgt: Einerseits
vereinheitlichte Ansätze, die mit einem Detektor alle Arten von Überblendungen erkennen, und
andererseits spezialisierte Ansätze, die für jeden Überblendungstyp einen eigenen Detektor
verwenden.
Nach einer ausführlichen Literaturrecherche schlagen wir einen vereinheitlichten Ansatz zur
Erkennung von Überblendungen in historischem Material vor. Wir evaluieren unseren Ansatz mit
historischem Material und mit zeitgenössischem Referenzmaterial der TRECVid Evaluation.
Wir zeigen, dass unser Ansatz für historisches und zeitgenössisches Material gültig ist. Weiters
erkennen wir, dass für das historische Material texturbasierte Merkmale bessere Ergebnisse liefern als
die farb- oder luminanzbasierten Merkmale, die für das zeitgenössische Material ideal sind. Das
Unterscheiden von Signaländerungen, die durch Bewegung verursacht werden, von Signaländerungen
aufgrund von Einstellungswechseln ist auch für unseren Ansatz die Hauptschwierigkeit.
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Abstract
This master thesis deals with the problem of the detection of gradual transitions in historic movies.
The footage we use is from the soviet film maker Dziga Vertov. The historic material is different from
contemporary material in technical quality (degraded contrast, flickering, scratches, fungus etc.) and in
editing (different styles and lengths of transitions etc.).
The knowledge of the temporal location of the shot boundaries in a movie is important for the analysis
of the style of filmmaking of a certain director. Furthermore, the first step in automated content-based
analysis of video or film material is the detection of shot boundaries. This is an active research topic,
and is seen as solved for the easiest to detect type of transitions, the cut. The detection of gradual
transitions still is a field for many different approaches. These approaches aim at the detection of
gradual transitions in contemporary material. To our knowledge no research about the detection of
gradual transitions in historic material has been published so far.
The steps towards successful shot boundary detection are a) the selection and extraction of appropriate
features, b) the construction of the continuity signal, c) the classification of the frames and d) post
processing for verification. In the case of detection of gradual transitions the research focuses on two
types of approaches: Unified approaches, i.e. one detector for all gradual transition types, and
approaches that use specialized detectors for each gradual transition type.
In this master thesis we give an extensive literature research and propose a unified approach for the
detection of gradual transitions in historic material. In the experimental study we evaluate our
approach against annotated Vertov footage as well as annotated contemporary material from the shot
boundary detection task of the TRECVid evaluation.
Our experiments show, that our approach is valid for historic material as well as contemporary
material. We observe that the historic material requires the use of texture features in contrast to the
contemporary material that in most of the cases requires the use of colour and luminance features. We
verify that the main problem for gradual transition detection is motion which causes a continuity
signal comparable to that of a gradual transition.
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1

Introduction

The rapid growth of the internet, the increasing performance of standard computers and the
availability of affordable recording devices leads to a large amount of digital videos. To be able to
efficiently use these digital videos we have to index them. The area of content-based video retrieval,
which automates the indexing of a video, has attracted a lot of research in the past years. Prior to high
level analysis of the content of a video we have to analyse its structure. Therefore we reverse the
editing process of the video and extract the single shots from it. The structural level of shots is an
appropriate level for browsing and retrieval. High level analyses appropriate for content-based video
retrieval includes for instance motion detection, object detection and spatial video segmentation.
Another application based on shot boundary detection and high level analysis is film analysis with the
aim to expose the style of filmmaking of a certain director.
A shot is defined as a continuous sequence of frames which have been captured in one camera action.
The transition between shots can be abrupt or gradual, and is therefore defined as cut or gradual
transition (GT). Types of gradual transitions are dissolve, fade out and fade in (FOI) and wipe (see
Figure 1). For a detailed description of types of gradual transitions see Section 4.2.1. Shot boundary
detection (SBD), which is also referred to as temporal video segmentation, is the method to identify
the boundaries between shots.

Figure 1: Taxonomy of shot boundaries.

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) started a benchmark of content-based
retrieval in 2001 [1]. Since then, a large amount of test footage with many shot boundaries is used by
participants of the yearly TRECVid to evaluate their approaches of shot boundary detection. Since
2005, the detection of cuts can be seen as solved [5], but the detection of gradual transitions still is a
problem. Generally, Yuan et al. state three major challenges for SBD [5]:
1) Detection of gradual transitions: Gradual transitions contain many different special editing effects.
Furthermore, gradual transitions have different lengths. These lengths can vary between a few frames
to some dozens of frames.
2) Disturbances of abrupt illumination changes: Most of the methods for shot boundary detection rely
on colour histograms, in which luminance is a basic element. Abrupt illumination changes, e.g.
flashlights, can cause significant changes of inter-frame features, and therefore be mistaken for cuts.
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3) Disturbances of large object / camera movement: Still relying on colour histogram features, abrupt
motion can cause the same discontinuity as a cut, and slow motions can be mistaken with gradual
transitions. A solution for this is to take motion features into account. Hanjalic [4], who sees
object/camera motion and lighting changes as the most important challenges, also underlines these
problems.
If the shot boundary detection is applied to historic material, we have additional challenges to solve.
This material has special properties (e.g. scratches, fungus etc.) that we have to take into account.
Some works (e.g. by Zeppelzauer et al. [27]) show that the shot boundary detection approaches are
generally applicable to the detection of cuts in historic material. To our knowledge no research about
the detection of gradual transitions in historic material has been published so far. This is our
motivation to research this problem.
First, we present an initial literature research in Section 2. Based on this we develop our own approach
for the detection of gradual transitions in historic material which is described in Section 3. Then we
evaluate our approach with an experimental study. In Section 4 we describe its setup, and in Section 5
we present the results of our experiments. Finally, in Section 6 we draw conclusions and line out
possible future work.
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2

State of the art of SBD for gradual transitions

This section contains a precise problem description and an overview of the state of the art of SBD for
gradual transitions.

2.1 Problem description
Beyond the detection of cuts, which is widely seen as solved [5], gradual transitions still pose
challenges to automatic detection [4, 5, 19] :
a) Many different gradual transition types: The standard types for gradual transitions (dissolve, FOI
and wipe) contain many variations, e.g. a FOI can be: fade in, fade out, fade in from black, fade in
from white, fade out to black, fade out to white. In the case of wipes, contemporary systems for nonlinear video editing contain dozens of different transition effects. Each of the transition effects results
in a distinct temporal and spatial pattern over the continuity signal curve.
b) Different lengths of gradual transitions: Unlike cuts, which have a length of 0 or 1 frames, gradual
transitions have a undeterminable length. Table 1 shows the number of frames, the minimum length,
the maximum length, the median and the mean lengths of gradual transitions in an annotated
contemporary clip from the TRECVid SBD task test data [1]. In the case of dissolves, most specialised
approaches differentiate between fast dissolves (< 6 frames) and long dissolves.
Total
#Frames

#Frames / Transition
Transition name

# Transitions

DIS

156

Min
1

Max
22

Median
1

Mean
2.9

444

FOI

12

7

16

9.5

10.9

131

OTH

30

4

107

15.5

21.7

651

198

1

107

11.83

1226

All gradual transitions

Table 1: Gradual transition lengths in LBS_NAHAR_ARB, source: own calculations based on [28].

c) Object and/or camera movement: Movement of the camera or of objects creates a change in the
temporal signal that is comparable with the signal created by a gradual transition [5].
Additional to the three main problems of gradual transition detection some specific problems occur
with the historic film material. It is black and white. In contrast to contemporary material, it contains
different and longer gradual transitions. Additionally, the material includes: flicker, image vibrations,
degraded contrast, scratches, fungus, dirt and wrong exposure or development. For a detailed
description of the material see Section 4.2.

2.1.1

Evaluation

The performance of different shot boundary detectors has to be measured in a comparable way. As for
many classification problems, the measures are recall and precision. More precisely, the performance
Markus Seidl 2009
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measures for the solution of the SBD problem are frame recall, frame precision, recall and precision.
They are defined as follows [1, 30]:
# transitions correctly reported
# transitions in reference
# transitions correctly reported
Precision 
# transitions reported
# frames correctly reported in detected transitions
Frame recall 
# frames in reference data for detected transitions
# frames correctly reported in detected transitions
Frame precision 
# frames reported in detected transitions

Recall 

The recall exposes the amount of correctly reported transitions compared to the total number of
transitions in the reference, while the precision shows the quality of the results. It shows, how many of
the reported transitions are reported correctly. E.g. values of
recall  0.7,
precision  0.4

express that 70% of all transitions in the video have been detected, and 40% of all detected transitions
are actually real transitions. The two measures are related to each other. Changing the detection
process to increase the recall usually decreases the precision and vice versa.
The frame recall and frame precision take each frame into account, while recall and precision only
consider transitions as a whole. As gradual transitions are longer than one frame (see Table 1), the
values for frame recall and precision are usually better than for recall and precision (see Table 2).
An important contest for the comparison of different SBD approaches is the TRECVid conference [1],
at which over many years (from 2003 to 2007) an annotated standard data set with a standardized
evaluation process has been maintained. After the contest in 2007, the problem of SBD has been
declared solved by the organisers of the conference. This “declaration of victory” [1, 30] is
questionable, as the results of the 2007 shot boundary task in Table 2 show. The winning approach is a
highly specialised system with a single detector for each gradual transition. This approach (AT&T [2,
3]) is described in Section 2.2.4. Furthermore, the TRECVid organizers state that the experiments can
continue outside TRECVid with the existing annotated material.
Recall

Precision

Frame recall

Frame precision

Mean

0.569

0.383

0.628

0.821

Best

0.796

0.851

0.894

0.993

Worst non-zero

0.044

0.043

0.251

0.514

Table 2: TRECVid 2007 Gradual transition detection results, source: own calculations based on [24].

2.2 Existing approaches
In this section we sum up and compare existing approaches for the solution of the gradual transition
detection problem. The approaches are categorized in specialised approaches, i.e. one detector for each
gradual transition type (Sections 2.2.1 to 2.2.4), and unified approaches, i.e. one detector for all
gradual transition types (Sections 2.2.5 to 2.2.7).
Markus Seidl 2009
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According to Yuan et al. [5] there are three phases of a SBD system: a) visual content representation,
b) constructing continuity signal and c) classification. We add a fourth step of d) verification, as many
approaches perform a post processing step for verification of the classification results. For each
method, we describe each of these phases. We compare all methods in an overview table in Section
2.3.
The following sections include no details about performance measures, as the approaches are not
consistently tested against the same data. The specialised gradual transition detection approaches that
we describe in Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 are good performers in the TRECVid SBD tasks. The AT&T
detector in section 2.2.4 performed best in TRECVid 2006 and 2007 SBD tasks. We selected the
unified detectors we describe in Sections 2.2.5 to 2.2.7 due to their good performance.
Although there is some literature on cut detection in historic material [26, 27], to the knowledge of the
author there is no literature about gradual transition detection in historic material.

2.2.1

Twin comparison method

Many authors in the field of shot boundary detection cite this method, which was already proposed in
1993 [6]. The approach described below is from [7]. The basic assumption is, that two consecutive
frames, which are in the same shot and have therefore the same background and show the same objects
(or people etc.), will have only little differences in their colour histograms. The method compares the
colour histograms of consecutive frames. For the detection of cuts, this is easy, as a cut normally
results in a peak in the colour histogram comparison. For gradual transitions it is more complicated, as
inter-frame differences of the colour histogram during a dissolve are higher than the histogram
differences during a shot, but they are still much lower than the differences at a cut. Additionally to
that, camera movement (panning or zooming) can cause large differences. Therefore, the trial to detect
a dissolve simply by lowering the threshold for colour histogram difference causes too many false
positives.
This is where the twin comparison method comes in: Additional to the inter-frame comparison of
consecutive frames, it compares the accumulated inter-frame differences. The basic algorithm is as
follows: First, detect cuts by finding colour histogram differences above the higher threshold Th .
Second, detect a possible begin frame for a dissolve by finding a colour histogram difference higher
than the lower threshold Tl . Then, find a dissolve by comparing accumulated differences, as long as
the accumulated differences are increasing. If the accumulated difference is above Th and the
consecutive difference is below Tl the end frame of the dissolve is identified (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Consecutive (top) and accumulative (bottom) inter-frame histogram differences D [7].

The main characteristics of the approach are:


Visual content representation: colour histogram.



Construction of continuity signal: comparison of accumulated inter-frame histogram
differences.



Classification: thresholding with a global threshold.



Verification: none.

2.2.2

Modified twin comparison method

Yuan et al. introduce in [8] a modified version of the twin comparison method. The authors address
the problem that the twin comparison method is only working for short dissolve transitions. They
state, that long dissolve transitions can last for more than 100 frames. In this case, camera movement
and zooming can cause false alarms, and therefore truncate the dissolve transitions, as soon as the
frame histogram difference falls beyond the lower threshold.
To overcome these problems they distinguish between short dissolves (less than 6 frames) and long
dissolves. They detect short dissolves with the traditional twin comparison method (see Section 2.2.1).
For long dissolve transitions the authors define the lower threshold self-adaptive, based on a motion
feature. For a more robust detection, additionally to the adaptive threshold, the modified twin
comparison method models the detection process in a finite state machine, comparable to the one
described in [2]. The basis for the self-adaptive threshold are motion vectors extracted from the video
in the compressed domain. If camera or object motion occurs, the inter-frame histogram differences
are comparable to that of a slow dissolve transition. Therefore, the method takes the magnitude of
motion into account. If large movement occurs, the method increases the lower threshold. If no or
small motion occurs, the method decreases the lower threshold.
The advantages of this attempt are that it includes motion with the self-adaptive threshold and it
improves robustness for identification of the start and end frames of long dissolves.
The main characteristics of the approach are:


Visual content representation: 3x16 bin RGB colour histogram, pixel-wise difference image,
mean and standard deviation of pixel intensities, motion vectors.
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Construction of continuity signal: comparison of accumulated inter-frame histogram
differences.



Classification: thresholding with self-adaptive threshold. The motion vectors control the
threshold.



Verification: none.

2.2.3

The NHK approach for TRECVid

Kawai et al. propose in [12] an approach for shot boundary detection with low computational costs. As
only typically 1% of all frames are shot boundaries, they introduce a method that skips the extraction
of some features for frames that are clearly no shot boundaries.
The dissolve detection uses two features and assumptions:
1) Monotonic change of luminance of single pixels during a dissolve transition: If a shot changes to
another shot, the luminance of each pixel increases or decreases monotonically. The detector
calculates the total number of monotonically changing pixels through comparison with previous and
subsequent frames.
2) Difference relative to an ideal dissolve: The detector calculates an error rate depending on the
difference between an ideal dissolve and the actual dissolve candidate.
To be robust to camera or object movements, the detector takes five frames into account for the
detection of short dissolves. For long dissolves, it takes more frames into account. The first step of
verification is a heuristically determined threshold for the minimum length of a dissolve. In the next
step the detector eliminates false positives due to luminance changes (e.g. caused by changing camera
aperture). The detector calculates the cosine similarity of the R, G and B values of the startframe and
the endframe. If it is above a threshold, the dissolve is considered a false detection. The cosine
similarity is insensitive to luminance changes over the whole frame. The next step detects frames with
smooth backgrounds (e.g. colour gradients) which can cause false alarms. Next, it is stated, that the
histogram difference between the startframe and the endframe has to be above a threshold. A
difference below the threshold reports a false detection and causes the detector to stop. Finally, the
detector calculates the frame difference as sum of absolute differences (SAD) that has to be larger than
the SAD of a cut.
The main characteristics of the approach are:


Visual content representation: RGB pixel values, RGB histograms.



Construction of continuity signal: monotonic change of pixel values, difference relative to an
ideal dissolve.



Classification: thresholding.



Verification: duration, cosine similarity between begin frame and end frame, smoothness of
begin and end frame, histogram difference between begin and end frame.
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2.2.4

The AT&T detector for TRECVid

Liu et al. describe in [2,3] their TRECVid SBD system. This system was the best performer in the
TRECVid SBD tasks in 2006 and 2007. After the feature extraction the detectors for the different
transition types work in parallel, and the systems merges the results in a final step. We describe the
dissolve detector in detail, and briefly some other specialised detectors.
The dissolve detection is based on the change of the colour histogram variance during a dissolve. The
assumption, that a dissolve is a linear mixture of two scenes X and Y, where Zi is one intermediate
frame, can be written as:
Z i   i X  (1   i )Y ,

where {αi} is a set of monotonically increasing values in the range of [0, 1]. The variances of the
colour intensity of X,Y and Zi are σ2X, σ2Y and σ2Zi, and if X and Y are independent, it can be written
as:
 Z2   i2 x2  (1   i ) 2  Y2 .
i

If σ2X equals σ2Y the curve for σ2Zi is symmetric as shown in Figure 3a. The more likely case is that
σ2X doesn’t equal σ2Y, and the curve looks like in Figure 3b. If either σ2X or σ2Y is very small, the curve
for σ2Zi may look like Figure 3c.

Figure 3: Typical histogram variance curves for dissolves [2].

The finite state machine (FSM) in Figure 4 detects all these types of dissolves.
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Figure 4: FSM for dissolve detection [2].

The states of the FSM in Figure 4 are as follows:


0: initial state.



1: dissolve detected state.



2: variance decreasing state.



3: variance increasing state.



4: dissolve verification state.

In state 0, the detector marks the possible start frame and end frame of the dissolve. In state 2, the
detector takes the decreasing variance as shown in Figure 3a and b into account, in state 3 the
increasing variance. The cases, where either σ2Y or σ2X are very small (see Figure 3c) are handled
through the design of the FSM: If the variance is not increasing after decreasing, i.e. it stays constant,
the FSM leaves state 3 immediately for verification of the dissolve candidate. In this approach, the
authors see the main challenge of dissolve detection in the verification of the dissolve. After the
detection identified a dissolve candidate, the verification (between states 4 and 1 of the FSM, see
Figure 4) is of high complexity. It aims at detecting the precise start and end frames of the dissolve
and at verifying the dissolve. The main challenge is that the variance curves used in the detection step
are not always smooth due to camera movements and flicker in the two sequences. The authors extract
a set of heuristic features (e.g. height of the variance curve, relative height of the variance curve …)
for the verification. The feature vector is classified with a support vector machine (SVM). The
verification and classification steps are not clearly distinguishable in this approach, as verification
includes a number of features (66 in total!) that is larger than the number of features that detection
uses.
The main characteristics of the approach are:


Visual content representation:
o Intra-frame: colour histogram, edge, related statistical features (variance, mean,
standard deviation).
o

Inter-frame: motion compensated intensity matching errors and histogram changes are
calculated between the current frame and its first predecessor as well as the current
frame and its sixth predecessor.



Construction of continuity signal: variance curves of colour histograms.



Classification: FSM/SVM
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Verification: linearity of delta histogram variance curve, heuristic features.

The AT&T fast dissolve detector for TRECVid
A fast dissolve is a dissolve which is shorter than 5 frames. The detection is based on the comparison
of the current frame c with its predecessor frame c-1. The detector initialises a detection in case the
average matching error (MEA, an inter-frame feature which compares the current frame c with the
frame c-1) of the current frame is two times or more than two times the average matching
(AverageME). AverageME is an adaptive average that starts with an initial value of 5.0. The detector
updates the AverageME with an IIR filter that uses the MEA each time the FSM is in state 0. The
verification of the fast dissolve bases on the assumption, that a fast dissolve is so short (less than 5
frames), that it involves no motion. With this assumption, the middle frames of the fast dissolve are
linear combinations of the start and the end frame. Figure 5 shows the FSM of the fast dissolve
detector.

Figure 5: FSM for fast dissolve detection [2].

The AT&T fade in detector for TRECVid
The fade in detection bases on the variance of the intensity histogram. A fade in starts with some low
variance intensity frames after which the variance increases over some frames to stabilize afterwards,
which is the end of the fade in.
If the detector detects a low variance frame, the FSM enters state 2, where it stays as long as it detects
low variance frames. In state three, it stays as long as variance increases, to go to state 4 as soon as
variance stabilizes. In state 4 the FSM verifies the fade in by measuring the linearity of the standard
deviation change of the colour intensity histogram from the startframe to the endframe of the fade in.
Figure 6 shows the FSM of fade in detection.

Figure 6: FSM for fade in detection [2].
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The AT&T fade out detector for TRECVid
The fade out detector bases on the same principle as the fade in detector: It recognizes frames with low
variance in the colour histogram, and verifies the fade out by measuring the linearity of the standard
deviation of the colour intensity histogram. Figure 7 shows the FSM of the fade out detector.

Figure 7: FSM for fade out detection [2].

2.2.5

Gradual transition detection with different temporal distances

Bescós et al. introduce in [22] a unified approach for gradual transition detection which is based on the
patterns that result from inter-frame comparison with different temporal distances. These patterns
show characteristic plateaus that grow with the offset n between the compared frames (see Figure 8).
As soon as the temporal offset n equals the length of the gradual transition L , the distance function
shows a peak.

Figure 8: Several distance curves of the same sequence with different offset n for a gradual transition
(top) and another effect (bottom) [22].

The detection works as follows: For each frame, the patterns for different values of n are calculated. If
a pattern shows a peak, the value of n is stored. The detector takes the patterns of the same frame for
larger values of n into account. If all these patterns show a plateau, the detector classifies the frames
from the current frame to the frame that is located n frames in future as gradual transition frames.
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The main characteristics of the approach are:


Visual content representation: RGB colour values.



Construction of continuity signal: pair-wise distance between a frame and its successors.



Classification: Identification of peaks with thresholding.



Verification: none.

2.2.6

Video segmentation via temporal pattern classification

Cooper and Foote introduce in [16] an approach for cut detection that bases on signal self-similarity.
They detect the shot boundaries by computing the pair-wise similarity of past and future frames. If
past self-similarity and future self-similarity are high while cross-self-similarity is low, the detector
identifies a significant change in the scene (i.e. a shot boundary).
For each combination of two frames of the whole movie or sequence the detector calculates the selfsimilarity and puts it into a matrix. Then it filters this similarity matrix of frame 0 to n (see Figure 9)
with a gaussian checkerboard kernel along the diagonal. The peaks in the signal represent cuts or other
abrupt changes in the video, e.g. flashlights.

Figure 9: Similarity matrix of a sequence containing a cut [16]

Based on this, Cooper et al. propose in [17] a well performing SBD approach that does not perform
kernel correlation alongside the diagonal of the similarity matrix (SM). It uses the window in the SM
around the frame as intermediate feature (see Figure 10). They use these intermediate features for
classification of the frames with kNN. They select the intermediate feature values in variants, they use
either all similarity values (full similarity) or only some. The only post processing step are temporal
constraints (minimum and maximum length of gradual transition, minimum temporal distance between
gradual transitions).
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Figure 10: Intermediate feature extraction of a sequence containing a dissolve [17]

The main characteristics of the approach are:


Visual content representation: global and block based colour histograms.



Construction of continuity signal: signal self similarity, chi-squared distance between each
pair of frames in the given sequence results in a similarity matrix (SM), extraction of
intermediate features alongside the diagonal of the SM.



Classification: kNN.



Verification: temporal heuristics.

2.2.7

A SBD System based on temporal multi resolution analysis

Yuan et al. propose in [25] a unified gradual transition detector that is based on graph partitioning and
temporal multi resolution analysis (TMRA). They construct a graph where each frame of the sequence
is a node. They weight the edges between the nodes with the similarity of the frames represented in the
connected nodes. The basis of the TMRA is an inter-frame similarity matrix comparable with the one
from the previous section. Due to the varying length of gradual transitions, a gradual transition does
not leave a pattern as clear as a cut in the similarity matrix. But if the similarity matrix is in a lower
resolution (see Figure 11), i.e. by decreasing the video sampling rate, a gradual transition leaves a
clearer pattern in the similarity matrix.
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Figure 11: Similarity matrix of a dissolve in high (left) and low (right) resolution [25].

The detector parts the graph at each frame in two subgraphs. One graph contains all frames from 0 to
the current frame. The second graph contains all frames from the direct successor of the current frame
to n. In the next step, the detector calculates a score that considers the association within the two
subgraphs and between the two subgraphs. This score represents the probability of a scene change in
the current frame. The score is calculated for different resolutions of the similarity matrix. The
detector puts the scores of a temporal window around the current frame in a feature vector. It creates a
feature vector for each resolution. The feature vectors are classified with an SVM. It uses either early
or late fusion (for an explanation of these terms see Section 3.4.3). Results show that both fusion
strategies perform comparably well.
The main characteristics of the approach are:


Visual content representation: global and block based colour histograms.



Construction of continuity signal: similarity matrix, TMRA, graph partition model.



Classification: SVM.



Verification: none.

2.3 Summary of the state of the art
The methods presented in the previous sections show the state of the art for unified and for specialised
approaches. Due to the big variance of gradual transition types, specialised methods with a single
detector for each gradual transition type still perform best. The number of gradual transition types is
growing with each new release of non-linear video editing software. This is a challenge for specialised
approaches, as each new gradual transition type requires a new detector. Unified approaches which
have a single detector for all gradual transition types are more robust, as most of these unified
approaches detect new types of gradual transitions as well. The well performing unified approaches
utilize distances between all frames in a sequence which results in a similarity matrix. Furthermore,
unified approaches utilize fewer thresholds, which leads to more robust results with different test data.
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Table 3 gives an overview of the presented methods in the context of the four stages of shot boundary
detection. The visual content representation, i.e. the feature extraction, is comparable through all
approaches. Most of the approaches rely on colour histograms, some use the RGB values of each
pixel. Some approaches extract motion features for the verification step. The models used for the
construction of the continuity signal are varying. Some are rather simple (e.g. the twin comparison
method or the AT&T system), some are rather complex (e.g. the temporal pattern classification or the
TMRA with graph partitioning). The classification is either done with thresholding or with kNN or
SVM. The verification step varies in complexity. Methods with a simple construction of the continuity
signal, as the AT&T approach, have a very complex verification that may even include a SVM
classification. In contrast to that, the temporal pattern classification approach has only a simple
heuristic verification.
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Approach

Visual content representation

Construction of
continuity signal

Classification

Verification

Twin comparison
method [7]

Colour histograms

Comparison of
accumulated inter-frame
histogram differences

Thresholding

-

Modified twin
comparison
method [8]

3x16 bin RGB colour
histograms, pixel-wise
difference image, mean value
and standard deviation of pixel
intensities, motion vectors

Comparison of
accumulated inter-frame
histogram differences

Thresholding
with selfadapting
threshold.

-

NHK system for
TRECVid [12]

RGB pixel values, RGB
histograms

Monotonic change of
pixel values, difference
relative to an ideal
dissolve

Thresholding

Duration, different
similarity measures
between begin and
end frame

AT&T system for
TRECVid [2,3]

Intra-frame: Colour histogram,
edge, related statistical features
Inter-frame: Motion
compensated intensity
matching errors, histogram
changes

Dissolve, FOI: Variance
curves of colour
histograms
Fast Dissolve: Matching

FSM/SVM

Delta histogram
variance curve is
roughly linear,
heuristic features

GT detection with
different temporal
distances [22]

RGB colour values of each
pixel

Inter-frame similarity with
different temporal
distances, identification of
peaks.

Thresholding

-

Video
segmentation via
temporal pattern
classification
[16,17]

Global and block based colour
histograms

Signal self similarity. Pairwise similarity between all
frames results in a
similarity matrix (SM).
Extraction of intermediate
features alongside the
diagonal of the SM.

kNN

Temporal heuristics

SBD System
based on temporal
multi resolution
analysis (TMRA)
[25]

Global and block based colour
histograms

Similarity matrix, graph
partition model. Scores
represent the association
of subgraphs. The scores
are classified with a SVM.

SVM

SIFT features [11]

error vs. average matching
error

Table 3: Comparison of specialised (top 4) and unified (bottom 3) SBD approaches.
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3

Proposed method

In this section, we describe the motivation and technical details of the developed method.

3.1 Definition of a starting point for our approach
SBD methods can be divided alongside several axes. Probably the most relevant for us is the division
in unified and specialised approaches. The specialised approaches use a single detector for each
gradual transition type. The unified approaches use one single detector for all gradual transition types.
The specialised approaches perform slightly better for single gradual transition types. The unified
approaches can adopt more easily to material with different gradual transition types. Furthermore,
most of the unified approaches rely on inter-temporal comparison of more than two frames which
probably makes them more robust for untypical gradual transitions. The following list shows more
criteria which might help with the decision for an approach.


Thresholding vs. classification: Generally, thresholding causes a lack in robustness. Yuan et
al. summarize three reasons not to use thresholding [17]: a) The chosen threshold is highly
depending on the genres of the chosen video, as the intensities of content variation caused by
noises may exceed those caused by shot transitions; b) A threshold can not make use of the
information if the peak or valley is sharp or gentle, which is important to decide cuts from
gradual transitions; c) Even with adaptive thresholding we have to heuristically determine
some parameters.
One advantage of thresholding, though, is the possibility to adjust the ratio of recall and
precision, whereas the results of classification are “as is”. The specialised approaches rely
more on thresholding than the unified approaches.



Transparency vs. complexity: The specialised approaches are more complex, as in the most
approaches first the shot boundary detection is done by all the single detectors. In the next
step, the results of the different detectors have to be merged with a ruleset, depending on
thresholds etc. The unified approaches tend to be simpler and therefore more transparent. A
simple and transparent approach has the advantage of showing clearly, if the approach is
performing well or not. Complexity has the advantage (and disadvantage as well), that in case
of poor performance one can tune many parameters.



Black/white compatibility: Another central question for the definition of a starting point is:
Are the features in the approaches applicable to black and white?



Robustness against distorted material: The employed historic material has several artifacts
due to its age, which do not occur in contemporary material. This includes scratches, fungus,
flickering, degraded contrast, etc. A SBD method for this material should be robust to these
artifacts.



Performance: The selected approach should be a top performer for contemporary material,
since we expect suboptimal performance for historic material.
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The main criterion for decision is whether to use a specialised or a unified approach. We consider the
following points for our decision. The statements are based on the observations made in Sections 2.2
and 2.3.


Thresholding vs. classification: The specialised approaches use more thresholds than the
unified methods.



Transparency vs. complexity: The unified approaches are generally more transparent.



Black/White compatibility: As both specialised and unified approaches rely mainly on the
colour histograms, the b/w incompatibility is similar.



Robustness against distorted material: As all unified approaches rely on inter-temporal
comparison of more than two frames, we expect them to be more robust regarding distorted
material.



Performance: The specialised approaches perform slightly better.

The evaluation of these points as well as the properties of unified approaches mentioned at the
beginning of the Section 3.1 lead to a decision for a unified approach, as we consider the transparency
and robustness to be the most important criteria. Next, we decide which unified approach suits our
requirements best.
The approach of Bescós et al. [22] relies on thresholding, whereas the approaches of Yuan et al. [5] as
well as Cooper et al. [17] rely on classification. The approach of Cooper et al. is the most transparent
one, it is very simple and uses only temporal heuristics for post processing. All the described unified
approaches rely on RGB pixel values or histograms, which makes them equally black/white
incompatible. The approach of Bescós et al. relies on the pattern of inter-temporal comparison of all
frames with one frame. We expect that the properties of the historic material distort this pattern. The
approaches of Yuan et al. and Cooper et al. rely on similarity matrices that compare all frames of a
sequence with each other. Therefore we expect these two approaches to be superior to the approach of
Bescós et al. Both residual approaches are tested against the TRECVid shot boundary detection task
material and perform comparably well. We choose the approach of Cooper et al. because of its
transparency and simplicity.
Therefore, we take this approach as a starting point. We extend and modify it considering historic
material. We describe this in the next sections.

3.2 Overview of our approach
The approach consists of four steps: Feature extraction, construction of the continuity signal,
classification and verification (see Figure 12). The inputs are all frames of a movie. The method is
based on the assumption, that we have already detected the abrupt transitions (cuts) in the material.

Figure 12: The four steps of the SBD approach.
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The four steps are as follows:
1. Feature extraction aims at representing the visual content of the images in a compact yet
informative way. We combine the resulting features for each frame in a file for each sequence
of frames between two cuts.
2. Construction of the continuity signal. The goal of the continuity signal construction is the
construction of a temporal signal based on the similarity between the frames which serves as
basis for the detection of changes in the movie. It delivers a so called intermediate feature for
each frame. These intermediate features represent the temporal neighbourhood (past and
future correlations) of each frame.
3. Classification aims at identifying and labelling each frame whether it is a frame in a gradual
transition or not. This is done by classifying the intermediate features of each frame.
4. Post processing. First we smooth the results of the classification with a median filter. Then we
verify the frames labelled as gradual transition. This verification aims at identifying false
positives that occur due to camera or object motion and abrupt illumination changes.
In the following we describe the four steps in detail.

3.3 Feature extraction
Feature extraction is the first step in shot boundary detection. It starts with the single frames of the
movie. The major goal is to decrease the amount of data as much as possible. The requirements special
to our approach are
1. invariance regarding flickering frames, scratches, fungus and dust;
2. Some features should be invariant regarding object motion and camera motion;
3. Some features should be sensitive to object motion and camera motion.
The second and third requirements are contradictory. We solve this contradiction by extracting
features that meet the second requirement, and other features that meet the third requirement. The
combination of these features is lined out in the next steps of our approach.
The selection of extracted features for our approach is based on these requirements and existing
literature. The most often used features are colour histograms. As the historic material is black and
white, we use global and local luminance histograms. Zeppelzauer et al. [27] use DCT coefficients and
MPEG-7 edge histograms in their approach for cut detection in historic material. Their approach is
based on kernel correlation along the diagonal of a similarity matrix [32]. As the approach performs
well, we also extract these features. To be invariant to object motion, we extract the luminance
histograms as well as the edge histograms globally. To be sensitive to motion, we extract the same
features block based as well. Summing up, we extract from each frame


a global luminance histogram,



local luminance histograms,



a global edge histogram,



local edge histograms and
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local DCT coefficients.

Although we are in the field of video retrieval, the similarity between single images is the basis for our
approach. To verify the selection of features, we also considered literature in content-based image
retrieval (CBIR). Deselaers et al. [41] researched different features and similarity measures in contentbased image retrieval (CBIR). Eidenberger [42, 43] evaluated the overall performance of the MPEG-7
visual descriptors for CBIR. We describe the results of these studies to underline our selection of
features in detail in the following.
Luminance histograms
Colour histograms are the standard feature for shot boundary detection as well as CBIR. They are easy
to calculate. As the employed historic material is in black and white, we use luminance histograms
instead of the colour histograms. Colour histograms are calculated from the colour components of the
images. These colour components differ depending on the used colour space. Common colour spaces
for movie frames include RGB or YUV. In many approaches (e.g. the approach of Cooper et al. which
serves as our starting point), the colour histograms are not extracted in the RGB colour space, but in
the YUV colour space, where Y represents the luminance component, while U and V represent the
colour difference values. The luminance histogram is simply the Y component of this histogram.
The luminance or intensity histogram of a digital image is a discrete function
h(rk )  nk

where rk is the kth gray level and nk is the number of pixels having the gray level nk for
k = 0, 1, …, L-1. The gray levels in the image have the range of [0, L-1]. Normalized histograms are
given by:
nk
n

p(rk ) 

p(rk) represents the probability distribution of the gray levels in the image. We perform normalization
in a later step considering the complete feature vector. Because historic black and white material has
degraded contrast (see Section 2.1), and because of the need for a compact feature vector, we do not
calculate the histogram for each value of k, but for a smaller number bins, where each bin includes a
similar range of k:

h(b j ) 

L
*( j 1)
M

L ni

i

M

*j

where bj is the jth bin (range of k) b for j = 0, 1, …, M-1. M is the total number of bins.
We extract a histogram of the whole frame (the global histogram), which represents the distribution of
grey values in the whole frame. This distribution will most likely not change much in the case of
object movement in the scene, as long as the moving object stays in the scene. Therefore, we expect
the global histogram to be invariant for object motion. To be able to distinguish whether a scene is
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changing due to a gradual transition or due to object motion, we also need the information, if there is
motion in the scene. For this, we extract histograms of several equal sized blocks of the frame. In case
of object motion, where we expect the global histogram to be unchanged, we expect the block based
histograms to change, as the movement of an object from one block to another will most likely
influence the histograms of the two blocks. Following these expectations, we combine global and local
features in our experiments (see Section 4.4.1).
In general the histograms are sensitive to flickering. We expect the histograms to be insensitive to
local high-frequency artefacts like scratches, fungus or dirt.
DCT Coefficients
The discrete cosine transform (DCT) is a linear transformation. It transforms a signal from spatial to
frequency domain. DCT can be applied to an image globally. Normally, a DCT algorithm for an image
first divides the image into square blocks. Then it transforms each block. A linear combination of the
multiplication of the frequency patterns with a weight represents the contents of each block. Figure 13
shows the frequency patterns. The weights are the DCT coefficients. In this first step of
transformation, the application of DCT does not change the amount of data used to represent the
image, as it replaces 64 pixel luminance values with 64 DCT coefficients. The most important
information is contained in the lowest frequency DCT coefficient in the upper left corner, as it
contains the average grey level of the whole image. The DCT coefficient in the lower right corner
contains the highest frequency information. Figure 14 shows an image and its representation by the ten
low frequency DCT coefficients per 8 by 8 pixel block.

Figure 13: DCT frequency patterns with ten low frequency patterns marked [54].
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The transformation of the grey levels of the pixels of an NxN sized block of an image Fx,y with fi,j as
the NxN input pixels is written as follows:
Fx , y 

2C ( x)C ( y ) N 1 N 1
 (2i  1) x   (2 j  1) y 
f i , j cos
 cos
,

N
2N
2N

 

i 0 j 0
 1
,n  0

.
with the constant C (n)   2
 1, n  0


We split the image in blocks of size N, which determines the number of blocks B. From each of these
blocks, we take the first F DCT coefficients. The feature vector for this image consists of B*F
features. As the DCT coefficients represent the image in blocks, we expect a high sensitivity for
camera and object motion as well as gradual transitions. Zeppelzauer et al. [27] state, that the block
size N balances the influence of frame displacement and object motion in a block and the amount of
preserved spatial information. Usage of small blocks results in a gain of spatial information but a loss
of insensitivity against frame displacements. The number of DCT coefficients F influences the quality
of spatial information. A large F results in more spatial information, but also results in a large feature
vector. Due to the selection of the low frequency DCT coefficients, the DCT feature is insensitive
against local high-frequency artefacts, like scratches, fungus and dirt.

Figure 14: Original image (left) and image represented by ten low frequency DCT coefficients per 8 by 8
pixel block (right).

MPEG-7 Edge Histogram
Texture is generally an important visual perceptual property. As texture is in most cases colour
independent, it is calculated from grey scale images [49]. We use edges to describe textures. We
extract a histogram of edges. This histogram contains the direction and the frequency of the luminance
changes in the image [49]. Neither the luminance histograms nor the DCT coefficients contain this
information. Therefore, the use of the edge histograms provides a significant gain of information for
our approach. The edges of an image will most likely change in a new shot. Therefore we expect it to
be useful in shot boundary detection. Furthermore, Zeppelzauer et al. [27] used the MPEG-7 edge
histograms for a cut detection task with good results. The edge histogram (EH) is extracted as follows:
We use the count of edge pixels of each edge type to calculate the edge histogram. Each bin of the EH
contains the number of pixels for a certain kind of edges – horizontal, vertical, 45 degrees, 135 degrees
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and non-directional edges. The size of the feature vector is therefore five elements per extracted edge
histogram. Figure 15 shows the five different edge types that we extract.

Figure 15: Edge types contained in MPEG-7 visual descriptors.

We expect the EH to be insensitive against flicker, as the edges do not change with the brightness of
the frames. Furthermore, we expect it to be insensitive against frame displacements to a certain
amount. For the same reasons as for the luminance histograms we compute the edge histograms
globally and locally. We expect the global edge histogram to be insensitive for object motion, while
we expect the block based one to be sensitive for object motion.

3.4 Continuity signal construction
In this step, we compare the features of the single frames with each other. This step aims at getting
information about changes in the signal, i.e. the sequential continuity of the frames over time.
These signal changes indicate either shot changes, or other significant changes in the movie, like
illumination changes or camera and object movement.
We construct the continuity signal in four steps (Figure 16). First, we normalise the feature data. Then,
we calculate the similarity of each frame with each frame of a sequence and put it into a matrix. In the
next step we construct an intermediate feature for each frame by cutting squares out of the similarity
matrix around the frame. In the last step, we select different subsets of the intermediate features for
shot boundary detection.

Figure 16: The four steps of the continuity signal construction.

In the following paragraphs we describe the steps of the continuity signal construction in detail.

3.4.1

Normalisation

The normalisation of the feature values is necessary, since different features have different ranges of
values. As the types of features have different feature values, it is necessary to transform them to the
same range, so that they are comparable to each other. We perform a Min-Max normalisation with a
minimum value of 0 and a maximum value of 1. The normalisation can be written like this:
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f ik ' 

f ik  min( f )
max( f )  min( f )

with fik as the kth element of the feature vector fi of a sequence of feature vectors f and min(f) as the
minimum feature value and max(f) as the maximum feature value in this sequence of feature vectors f.

3.4.2

Similarity matrix

In the next step, we want to perform a pair-wise comparison of the frames. The similarity matrix S is a
two dimensional matrix that contains the pair-wise similarities between the feature vectors of the
frames of a sequence. One entry Sij in the similarity matrix S is the similarity s between the feature
vectors of two images.
S ij  s(i, j ) ,

where i is the ith image of the sequence and j is the jth image of the sequence and i, j = 0, 1, …, N-1
with N as the number of images in the sequence. The following shows an exemplary similarity matrix
for N feature vectors. We see that the similarity matrix is symmetric for symmetric similarity
measures.
s (0,1)
 s (0,0)

s (1,1)
 s (1,0)

...
...

 s ( N  1,0) s ( N  1,1)

s ( N ,1)
 s ( N ,0)

...
...
...
...
...

s (0, N  1)
s (1, N  1)

s (0, N ) 

s (1, N ) 

...
...

s ( N  1, N  1) s ( N  1, N ) 

s ( N , N  1)
s( N , N ) 

The similarity matrix reveals patterns of self-similarity in the signal which we use to find
discontinuities in the signal. For shot boundary detection, we calculate a similarity matrix for each
sequence of frames between two abrupt transitions. Although we aim at detecting gradual transitions,
the usage of this similarity for shot boundary detection is best explained starting with the detection of
abrupt transitions. Figure 17 shows the similarity matrix of an ideal cut. A cut is ideal if the two
consecutive shots A and B are fully dissimilar. The frames of shot A are all pair-wise full similar, as
well as the frames of shot B. This results in the two white squares in the similarity matrix. The
comparison of any frame of shot A with any frame of shot B results in zero similarity, i.e. full
dissimilarity. This results in the two black squares in the similarity matrix.
For the detection of cuts we filter the similarity matrix alongside the diagonal with a checkerboard
kernel and perform kernel correlation. The kernel correlation results in a peak at checkerboard-like
structures which often correspond to abrupt transitions (see [16] and [27]).
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Figure 17: Similarity matrix of an ideal cut.

Next, we consider the detection of gradual transitions. Our example is a dissolve. An ideal dissolve
from shot A to shot B results in a similarity matrix as shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18: Similarity matrix of an ideal dissolve.

Figure 18 shows the similarity matrix of two subsequent shots A and B. The shot boundary between
the shots A and B is a dissolve. The frames of shot A are all highly similar, as well as the frames of
shot B. This results in the two white squares in the similarity matrix. The comparison of any frame of
shot A with any frame of shot B results in zero similarity, i.e. full dissimilarity. This results in the two
black squares in the lower left and the upper right of the similarity matrix. The dissolve occurs in the
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part of the diagonal between the two white squares. The area around this part of the diagonal shows
the pattern characteristic for a dissolve.
Similarity measures
For the construction of the similarity matrix, we need to define a similarity measure for the
comparison of the feature vectors. Some similarity measures are defined as distance measures, some
are defined as similarity measures. We use similarities for our calculations. If a distance measure is
used, it can be transformed to a similarity measure by:
s (i, j )  1  d (i, j ) ,

where d(i,j) is normalised to a range of [0, 1].
The measures in literature range from the simple Euclidean distance to rather complex, like Pearsons
test. We incorporate three promising measures: Euclidean distance, Cosine similarity and chi-squared
distance. The following paragraphs contain the definitions of these measures between two feature
vectors fi and fj with N dimensions.

Euclidean distance
The Euclidean distance is the shortest distance between the two points in Euclidean space. It is
defined as

d (i, j ) 

 f ik  f jk 

k
N

2

,

1

where fik is the feature k of the feature vector of the image i and N is the number of features in one
feature vector. It is zero for identical feature points, and has a non-negative value for any other
distance. We normalise it to a range of [0, 1] (see Section 3.4.1) and subtract it from 1 to transform it
to a similarity measure.
Cosine similarity
The Cosine similarity is the cosine of the angle between the two feature vectors in Euclidean space. It
is defined as:
N

s (i, j )  cos( f i , f j ) 

fi . f j
fi f j



f ik f jk

k
1

N

N
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k
k
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,
2
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with the same denotations as above. It has a range of [-1,1]. -1 indicates minimum similarity, i.e. for
the two-dimensional case two vectors with an angle of 180 degrees between them. 1 indicates
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maximum similarity, i.e. the vectors point in the same direction. We transform the cosine similarity to
the range of [0, 1] as follows:
s ' (i, j ) 

s (i, j )  1
.
2

Chi-squared distance
The chi-squared distance is the Euclidean distance of the weighted features. It has its name due to the
fact, that it is written mathematically the same way as the chi-squared test of goodness of fit [17, 40].
It is written
N

d (i, j )  
k 1

f  f  ,
2 f  f 
2

ik

jk

ik

jk

with the same denotations as above. It is zero for identical feature vectors, and has a non-negative
value for any other distance. We normalise it to a range of [0, 1] (see Section 3.4.1) and subtract it
from 1 to transform it to a similarity measure.

3.4.3

Intermediate features

In case of abrupt shot detection, the step after the calculation of the similarity matrices is the filtering
of the similarity matrices alongside the diagonal with a checkerboard kernel and performing a kernel
correlation. The result of the kernel correlation is a continuity signal. Cooper and Foote [16] as well as
Zeppelzauer et al. [27] use this continuity signal for cut detection. They identify cuts as peaks in the
continuity signal.
Gradual transitions have varying length. They produce continuous temporal signal changes. These
signal changes are similar to signal changes that result from other events in the movie, e.g. motion,
change of illumination, etc. Gradual transitions do not result in checkerboard-like structures in the
similarity matrix. The kernel correlation is not usable. Therefore we take the similarity matrix as basis
for intermediate features that represent the temporal neighbourhood of a frame.
The intermediate feature of a frame k consists of the similarity matrix of the frames k-L to k+L (see
Figure 19). It shows characteristic patterns for gradual transitions (see Figure 18 and Figure 19). L is
the size of the analysis window. The side length of the intermediate feature square of a frame is 2L+1.
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Figure 19: Intermediate feature of frame k with L=10.

Different values of L result in different temporal scales of comparison. A larger L includes more data
about the past and the future of the frame, but also creates more computational demand.
Feature selection
The similarity matrix, and therefore also the intermediate feature vector, is symmetrical. Due to this
we only use the upper right half of the intermediate feature square for the intermediate feature vector.
Because of the curse of dimensionality [55] we have to reduce the number of feature points as much as
possible, as a linear increase of dimensions causes an exponential increase of volume in feature space.
That means, that a linear increase of the number of feature points requires an exponential increase of
the training set. As we only have a small amount of test data, we have to keep our training set small.
For this, we need to find out, if there are features in our intermediate feature vectors that are more
relevant, i.e. contain more information than other features. We also need to find out, whether there are
features that contain so little information that we can discard these without significant loss in retrieval
quality.
Cooper et al. [17] and Yuan et al. [25] did extensive tests with the usage of different selections of
features. They used different kernels (i.e. different sets of features) for the selections. Figure 20 shows
different kernels.

Figure 20: Feature selection kernels. The kernels correspond to (a) scale-space analysis, (b) diagonal
cross-similarity, (c) cross-similarity and (d) full similarity [17].
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Additionally to the standard kernels in Figure 20, Cooper et al. [17] introduce the concept of
information-theoretic feature selection. To select feature subsets, they calculated mutual information
measures between the components of the intermediate features and the corresponding class labels from
the training data sets. The components with significant mutual information between them and the class
labels from the training data are selected. These relevant kernel points are different for global and
block based features (Figure 21).

Figure 21: Greedy feature selection for gradual transitions detection from Cooper et al. [17]. The black
marked points are put into the feature vector, the white marked not. (a) shows the most relevant feature
components for global features, (b) for local features.

The usage of the standard kernels is well researched [17, 25]. The results show clearly that the usage
of a full similarity kernel, i.e. all feature points, delivers superior results. We do not test the usage of
the standard kernels, but we question if the greedy feature selection is also valid with our material. We
employ full similarity kernels and the greedy feature selection kernels from Cooper et al. [17].
Feature fusion
The feature fusion combines different features. The combination of features is necessary, e.g. for the
employment of local and global features in one test run. The fusion strategy determines how we
achieve these combination. There are two fusion strategies: Early and late fusion.
Early fusion
Early fusion calculates a single similarity matrix from more than one feature. We concatenate the
different feature vectors and use the resulting vector as input for the calculation of the similarity
matrix. Be fi(a) the feature vector of frame i for the feature a, and fi(b) the feature vector of frame i for
the feature b, the concatenated feature vector is
fi = fi(a)|| fi(b).
Figure 22 shows the schema of early fusion.
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Figure 22: Schema of early fusion.

Late fusion
Late fusion concatenates the intermediate feature vectors. We calculate a similarity matrix for each
feature. After that, we take for each frame the corresponding intermediate feature vector of each
similarity matrix. Finally we concatenate the intermediate feature vector of the single intermediate
feature vectors. Be ifi(a) the intermediate feature vector of frame i of the similarity matrix a, and ifi(b)
the intermediate feature vector of frame i of the similarity matrix b, the concatenated intermediate
feature vector is
ifi = ifi(a)|| ifi(b).
Figure 23 shows the schema of late fusion.
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Figure 23: Schema of late fusion.

In the experiments in Section 4.4.1 we evaluate both strategies.

3.5 Classification
In the next step, we classify the intermediate feature vector of each frame as either belonging to a
gradual transition or not. In pattern recognition, classification is categorized as a supervised machine
learning task. That means, we have knowledge about existing classes for our data a priori. This
requires a training set of already labelled data, to train the classifier. The trained classifier gets
unlabelled data, and estimates the class labels for the data based on the model built from the training
set.
In our case, classification is frame based. The class labels are “1” for a frame in a gradual transition
and “0” for any other frame. Many approaches of classification exist. Widely used classifiers include
the Support Vector Machine (SVM), the k-Nearest-Neighbour (kNN) and the Multi layer Perceptron
(MLP). The question, which classifier to use is difficult to answer. We do not go further into this. We
perform our training and classification with a Support Vector Machine (SVM) as it is widely
referenced to as capable of handling large feature vectors well [50].

3.5.1

Support Vector machine

The SVM was originally introduced by Vapnik [56]. Burges [14] as well as Schmölkopf and Smola
[47] explain the ideas and usage of SVMs very well. For an entry level introduction, Fletcher [50]
gives a good starting point.
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The SVM attempts the classification of objects into classes, where the class margins are as large as
possible. The SVM is trained by a set of training samples with correct class labels. A distinct feature
vector represents each sample. The SVM tries to fit a hyperplane into the feature space, that separates
the feature vectors representing the training samples. It attempts to define the position of the
hyperplane, i.e. the class boundary, in a way, that the feature vectors close to the hyperplane have as
much distance to the hyperplane as possible. Therefore it is a large margin classifier [50]. Figure 24
illustrates the principle of the support vector machine for a two dimensional example. The separating
hyperplane can be written like this:
wx  b  0

where w is normal to the hyperplane, and

b
is the perpendicular distance from the hyperplane to the
w

origin. The distances d1 and d2 are the distances between the hyperplane and the class boundaries H1
and H2.

Figure 24: SVM linear separability [50].

Only the vectors close to the hyperplane (the so called support vectors) are needed to define the
hyperplane. We observe that the separation is only possible, if the feature vectors are fully linearly
separable. As this is not the case in real world examples, the idea of soft margins was introduced.
Feature points that are on the wrong side of the separating hyperplane have a penalty that increases
with the distance to the hyperplane. These penalties are called slack variables.
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Figure 25: SVM soft margin [50]

Figure 25 shows a two dimensional example with one point of class 2 on the wrong side of the
hyperplane. The rest of the training data is fully linearly separable, and the point on the wrong side is
penalized by ε.
In real world examples, it is also possible, that the classes show class boundaries that are not linearly
separable at all. This is where the “kernel trick” comes in. The idea behind the trick is to transform the
vectors and the hyperplane into higher dimensional space where the classes become linearly seperable.
Figure 26 shows a real world example of the kernel trick. A radial basis kernel transforms the data and
the hyperplane from feature space, where the classes are not linearly separable to a space where the
classes are fully linearly separable.

Figure 26: SVM “kernel trick” with a radial basis kernel [50].

The transformation back to the original feature space results in a hyperplane that is not linear any
more, but is able to separate the feature vectors into classes.
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SVM for shot boundary detection
The standard SVM can only separate two classes. This is suitable for shot boundary detection, as we
want to classify our frames into two classes:


Class 1: the frame is supposed to be in a gradual transition, and

 Class 0: for any other frame.
There is only one classification step, no matter if there are more than one similarity matrices, as all
intermediate features are put into one intermediate feature vector per frame. One question to answer
for the training of the SVM is the amount and selection of training data. The SVM is either trained
with a random set of samples of both classes, or manually with a selected set. The SVM can be trained
with different kernels. Our approach allows the training with linear, quadratic and polynomial kernels.
The result of the classification is a class label for each classified frame.

3.6 Post processing
Results after classification are suboptimal, therefore some post processing is required. The post
processing steps are discussed in this section. As first post processing step we smooth our
classification results with a median filter. In the next step, we aim at the identification of false
positives. Camera and/or object movement causes a temporal signal comparable to the temporal signal
of a gradual transition. This causes an equivalent pattern in the intermediate features resulting in false
positive gradual transitions. We propose measures that represent the likelihood, that a sequence
labelled as a gradual transition is a gradual transition. The two methods we propose to obtain such
measures are begin-end matching and KLT verification.

3.6.1

Smoothing the results with a median filter

If many non-transitional frames surround a single frame labelled as gradual transition, it is likely that
this single frame is incorrectly classified. On the other hand, if many frames labelled as gradual
transition surround a single frame labelled as non-transitional frame, it is likely that this single frame
is incorrectly classified as well. Therefore, we remove outliers in the classification result by a median
filter. The median filter has one parameter: the window size. The median filter filters all values of the
signal from left to right. The following example shows a median filter with a size of three. Each line
represents the filtering of one single value. The values with grey background represent the filter
window. The value with dark grey background is the value that is currently filtered.
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

1
1
1
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

The next example shows the removal of two outliers by a median filter with a window size of five.
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0
0
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0
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0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
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1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
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0
0
0
0
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

The window size of the median filter is the first threshold we use. A median filter with a window size
of N can remove (N-1)/2 subsequent outliers. The selection of the size of the filter is a trade-off
between closing large gaps and the preservation of short gradual transitions. A small window size
closes small gaps and at the same time preserves short sequences of frames classified as gradual
transition. A large window size closes big gaps. This is a problem for gradual transitions that are close
to each other, as these will be connected to one gradual transition by the filter. Also, a filter with a
large window size discards short sequences of frames classified as gradual transition frames.
We expect that median filtering with the usage of a window size roughly as large as the mean or
median lengths of gradual transitions in historic material (see Table 4) is a good tradeoff.

3.6.2

Begin-end matching

The goal of begin-end matching is to remove false positives. We assume that a high similarity between
the frames at the beginning and the end of a sequence indicates a small likelihood for a shot boundary
in the sequence.
To calculate the similarity between the beginning and the end of the sequence, we use the similarity
matrix again. We take a square of size C*C in the upper right or in the lower left corner of the
similarity matrix (see Figure 27) and calculate the mean of the similarity values.

Figure 27: Begin-End matching, similarity matrix of the Kinoglaz frames 3701-3905.

The mean of the normalized similarity values (the begin-end matching value) is an indicator whether
the sequence contains a shot boundary. We use a threshold to decide whether a sequence contains shot
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boundaries or not. We identify all sequences that have a higher begin-end matching value than a
threshold as false positives. A higher threshold results in less false positives being potentially
identified, but also in less true positives being potentially identified wrongly as false positives. A
smaller threshold results in the opposite.

3.6.3

KLT verification

This post processing aims at identifying false positives caused by camera and object motion. We use
the KLT feature tracker to detect motion.
The KLT feature tracker
The KLT (Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi) feature tracker is introduced by Shi and Tomasi [33]. It is used by
Chung et al. [48] for shot boundary detection. The KLT feature tracker is a method to detect motion in
a video. To achieve this, it selects feature points based on measures of texturedness or cornerness. It
tracks the feature points found in the first image of the sequence over the following images of the
sequence. A track of a feature point through time is called a trajectory. The KLT feature tracker
calculates the feature points´ dissimilarities from frame to frame, and as soon as the dissimilarity of a
feature point in the current frame and the first frame grows too high, the KLT tracker abandons this
feature point. The model for image motion is affine image change, i.e. linear warping, translation,
scaling and rotation. We expect the KLT features to be robust to image flicker.
Verification by KLT trajectories is as follows. We assume that in a sequence containing a gradual
transition all objects of the scene before the transition must disappear during the gradual transition. In
case we find KLT feature points that persist through a sequence of frames classified as gradual
transition, it is likely, that the sequence is a false positive. If more than a certain number of trajectories
are uninterrupted from the start frame to the end frame of a classified gradual transition, we mark the
sequence as a false positive. Theoretically, we expect this threshold to work perfectly with a value of
one, as already one continuous trajectory falsifies a gradual transition. In practice, higher values of the
threshold give more confidence of the falsification.
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4

Experimental Study

In this chapter we describe the experimental study we performed with the proposed approach.
First, in Section 4.1 we briefly describe the architecture of the research prototype from Chapter 3. We
describe the historic material in Section 4.2. To validate our approach against standard reference
material, we use material from the TRECVid 2007 shot boundary detection task [1], described in
Section 4.3. Finally, in Section 4.4 we describe the experiments we perform with the material. This is
the foundation for the results in Chapter 5.

4.1 Software architecture
The prototype was implemented in MatLab [35]. Figure 28 shows the basic program flow of the SBD
system as a UML 2.0 activity diagram [36]. The scripts and functions we use in this program flow are
explained in Appendix B. We list and describe the configuration options in detail in Appendix C.
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Figure 28: UML 2.0 activity diagram of the basic program flow.
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4.2 Historic test data: Kinoglaz by Dziga Vertov
Kinoglaz (engl. “Kino-Eye”) is a movie by the Soviet filmmaker Dziga Vertov from the year 1924.
Dziga Vertov was born 1896 in St. Petersburg and died in 1954. His real name was “Denis
Arkadievitch Kaufman”. He adopted the pseudonym Dziga Vertov which translates as “spinning top”
[51]. He is an important exponent of the Soviet film avant-garde. His most famous movie is Chelovek
s kinoapparatom (engl. “Man with a movie camera”) from 1929.

Figure 29: Dziga Vertov at work in 1925 [51].

Kinoglaz is an early documentary work by Vertov. The documentary shows the life in a Soviet village.
The activities of the young pioneers form the central strand of the plot. Some experimental scenes, like
the un-slaughtering of a cow, play backwards. The film is 78 minutes long, and plays at 18 frames per
second. Vertov used all the cinematic techniques available at this time which results in numerous types
of gradual transitions in the movie. [52]
Kinoglaz was produced in 1924. The employed copy is several decades old. That causes two sources
of distortion:


long storage of the movie, e.g. fungus and dirt (see the following points a to f).



technical limitations in the 1920ies, e.g. flickering (see the following points g and h).

The problems add another challenge to the general problems of gradual transition detection from
Section 2.1. The following points list and describe the specific problems of the historic material.
a) Black and white: The historic material is black and white. Features that rely on colour
information of the frames are not usable.
b) Flicker: Due to manual film transport in the cameras the brightness of the films is unsteady
(see Figure 30).
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Figure 30: Flicker in Kinoglaz frames 20808 to 20815 [29]

c) Image vibrations: Due to the shrinking of the film, the images vibrate (see Figure 32).
d) Degraded contrast: Due to the fatigue of the material the contrast of the films is degraded.

Figure 31: Scratches in Kinoglaz frames 52287 to 52290 [29]

e) Scratches: The films have long vertical scratches due to mechanical problems in the old
projectors (see Figure 31).
f) Fungus / dirt: The films are dirty and a visible fungus is growing on the material (see Figure
32).
g) Wrong exposure or development: Unreliable light meters and unreliable camera shutters or
not-standardized development under non-stable conditions caused wrong exposure or
development.

Figure 32: Dirt and image vibrations in Kinoglaz frames 6 to 9 [29]

h) Longer and more different gradual transition types: In Kinoglaz, the variety in duration of
gradual transitions is larger than in contemporary material (see Table 1 and Table 4). The
comparison of the mean and the median of the gradual transition lengths shows, that the
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historic material has longer gradual transitions. Furthermore, the historic material has more
different types of gradual transitions.
Total
#Frames

#Frames / Transition
Transition name

#Transitions

Min

Max

Median

Mean

Dissolve

48

15

134

30.5

31.8

1526

Iris In (From Black)

16

10

52

26

26.3

421

Complex Transition

9

25

93

41

46.9

422

Iris In (Not Black)

8

23

34

32.5

30.9

247

Bar Wipe

4

25

53

34.5

36.75

147

Iris Out (To Black)

4

6

21

11.5

12.5

50

Iris Out (Not Black)

2

29

47

38

38

76

Fade Out

2

20

25

22.5

22.5

45

93

6

134

30.71

2856

All gradual
transitions

Table 4: Kinoglaz length of gradual transitions.

4.2.1

Gradual transitions in Kinoglaz

We list the characteristics of gradual transitions occurring in Kinoglaz in Table 4. In this section, we
describe the gradual transitions in detail, and show examples. The basis for the ground truth for the
Kinoglaz shot boundaries we use in this thesis is the “ANVIL Annotationshandbuch V.5.1” by Hahn
et al. [31], which also contains some descriptions of gradual transitions. In the following we list the
gradual transitions in Kinoglaz.
a) Dissolve: A dissolve is a gradual transition from one shot to the next. In the overlapping section, the
first shot gradually fades out, whereas the second shot gradually fades in. Figure 33 shows four frames
of a dissolve sequence.

Figure 33: Dissolve, Kinoglaz frames 4375, 4380, 4385 and 4391.

b) Fade Out: The shot gradually fades out until it disappears in black. Figure 34 shows four frames of
a fade out. Kinoglaz does not contain Fade Ins.
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Figure 34: Fade out, Kinoglaz frames 43121, 43129, 43137, 43146.

c) Iris In (From Black): This gradual transition starts with a black frame, and the new shot appears
under an opening circular aperture. Figure 35 shows four frames of an Iris in (from black) from the
start to the end of the iris in. Figure 36 shows another Iris in (from black). The comparison shows, that
the centre of the circles is not necessarily in the centre of the frame.

Figure 35: Iris in (from black), Kinoglaz frames 20260, 20266, 20271 and 20277.

Figure 36: Iris in (from black), Kinoglaz frames 21964, 21975, 21985 and 21995.

d) Iris Out (To Black): The shot disappears under a closing circular aperture. The end of the transition
is a black frame. The frames of Figure 36 sorted the other way round would show this.
e) Iris In (Not Black): This transition is similar to an Iris in like the one in point b). The difference is
that the transition does not start with a black frame, but with a frame of another colour or the frames of
another shot. Figure 37 shows an Iris in from another shot.

Figure 37: Iris In from another shot, Kinoglaz frames 3906, 3917, 3928, 3939.
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f) Iris Out (Not Black): The shot disappears under a closing circular aperture. The end of the transition
is another shot. The frames of Figure 37 sorted the other way round would show this.
g) Bar wipe: During the transition, the shot is replaced by the next shot or a black frame. The
replacement is along one or more horizontal or vertical straight lines. There are many variants: right to
left, left to right, top to bottom, bottom to top, barn door vertical open and barn door horizontal open.
Figure 38 shows an example for barn door vertical open.

Figure 38: Bar wipe, Kinoglaz frames 11274, 11282, 11290, 11299.

h) Complex Transition is a combination of different gradual transitions. It combines two or more
gradual transitions at the same temporal location. Figure 39 shows eight frames of a complex
transition. In this complex transition, an Iris in and a Dissolve occur simultaneously.

Figure 39: Complex transition, Kinoglaz frames 3322, 3326, 3329, 3333, 3336, 3340, 3343 and 3347.

4.3 Reference test data: TRECVid 2007 SBD task
We only have a very limited amount of testing data, and we want to evaluate our approach against
standard test data. Therefore, we use material from the TRECVid evaluation. TRECVid is a yearly
conference and competition on several issues of content-based video retrieval [1]. It exists as an
independent evaluation since 2003. The tasks 2007 were


shot boundary detection,



high-level feature extraction,



search (interactive, manually-assisted, and/or fully automatic) and



rushes summarization.
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It is the central benchmark for shot boundary detection. The state of the art approaches either take part
in the evaluation or use the standardized test material. The TRECVid evaluation only distinguishes
between cuts and gradual transitions, where a cut is a shot boundary of length zero, and a gradual
transition is any other shot boundary with a length greater zero. This is suitable for our approach, as
we aim at finding gradual transitions independent of their type.
We use the test material of the TRECVid 2007 shot boundary task. At the time of our experiments, the
TRECVid 2008 evaluation test material was available as well, but the 2007 material contains more
gradual transitions. The material consists of news magazines, science news, news reports,
documentaries and educational programs.
We are not using all of the material. We use the longest clip named
“20051101_142800_LBC_NAHAR_ARB.mpg”. This clip is 112087 frames long. It plays with 30
frames per second. It is in MPEG-1 format. Figure 40 shows some example frames of the clip.

Figure 40: Example Frames 122, 47129, 73562 and 108903 from the TRECVid SBD clip
LBC_NAHAR_ARB [1].

The TRECVid material has different characteristics than historic material. It has colour, it has no
scratches, fungus or dirt and it is not flickering. It has well balanced colours and contrasts. The images
are not vibrating. All these points are expected to improve the detection results.
Furthermore, the mean length of dissolves, which are the main gradual transition in the contemporary
material, is 2.9 frames. In contrast to this, the mean length of dissolves in the historic material is 31.8
frames. We expect this difference to be the main challenge for the gradual transition detection
approach.

Figure 41: TRECVid sample clip dissolve, frames 106950, 106951 and 106952 [1].

The occurring gradual transitions in the selected videos are


Dissolves (DIS, see Figure 41),



Fades (FOI, see Figure 42) and



Other gradual transitions (OTH, see Figure 43).
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Figure 42: TRECVid sample clip FOI, frames 107145, 107149, 107153 and 107157 [1].

Table 1 shows the lengths and number of occurrences of these gradual transitions. If we compare it
with Table 4, we see that the mean length of gradual transitions is almost three times longer in the
historic material. This will prove the general validity of our approach.

Figure 43: TRECVid sample clip OTH, frames 108197, 108201, 108205 and 108208 [1]. This looks like a
fade out, but the last frame of the transition is not completely black.

4.4 Training sets and runs
We want to investigate many questions in our evaluation. Numerous parameters can be tuned in each
step of the approach. We do not test systematically, i.e. we do not make a test run for each possible
combination of parameters, as this creates too many possible configurations. We follow an explorative
pattern. We perform experiments alongside a single parameter, and take the best results of these test
runs for the experiments with the next parameter. As many parameters play together, the structure of
the experimental design can’t follow exactly the order of steps that we used in the previous sections of
the book (feature extraction, construction of continuity signal, classification, post processing).
We partition the evaluation into four stages:


Features / Similarity matrix / Intermediate features



Training data / SVM training



Post processing



Contemporary reference data

For the historic material, we use three different training data sets: set “one”; set “two” and set
“selected”. The sets “one” and “two” are selected randomly. The set “selected” is selected manually.
The selection process of the training data sets is described in detail in Section 5.
We extract all available features once in the beginning of our experiments and store these in files for
further reference. The following list contains all the extracted features with their short name, that we
will use to reference it. For a detailed description of the features see Section 3.3.


GlobLumHist16bin: A global luminance histogram with 16 bins is extracted.
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DCTCoeffs4x3: A DCT is done for 12 (4*3) blocks of the frames. The ten most relevant
coefficients (left upper corner) are put into the feature vector.



EdgeHist: The global MPEG-7 edge histogram descriptor [32].



BlockLumHist2x2_8bin: An 8 bin local luminance histogram is extracted from 4 (2*2) blocks.



BlockLumHist2x2_16bin: A 16 bin local luminance histogram is extracted from 4 (2*2)
blocks.



BlockLumHist3x3_8bin: An 8 bin local luminance histogram is extracted from 9 (3*3) blocks.



BlockLumHist3x3_16bin: A 16 bin local luminance histogram is extracted from 9 (3*3)
blocks.



BlockLumHist4x4_8bin: An 8 bin local luminance histogram is extracted from 16 (4*4)
blocks.



BlockLumHist4x4_16bin: A 16 bin local luminance histogram is extracted from 16 (4*4)
blocks.



EdgeHist2x2: A local MPEG-7 edge histogram descriptor [32] is extracted from 4 (2*2)
blocks.



EdgeHist3x3: A local MPEG-7 edge histogram descriptor [32] is extracted from 9 (3*3)
blocks.



EdgeHist4x4: A local MPEG-7 edge histogram descriptor [32] is extracted from 16 (4*4)
blocks.

As we implement our approach as a prototype, we do not optimize for speed. Nevertheless, for most of
our processing steps we measure the time needed.

4.4.1

Feature, similarity matrix and intermediate features

In this stage we evaluate the features, distance measures, combinations of features, fusion strategies
and filter kernels for the intermediate features. The test runs we perform in this section employ the
training set “one”. We investigate the following questions:


Which feature delivers the best results? We evaluate each feature seperately.



Which distance measure delivers the best results? We take the best result of a global feature
and of a local feature of the previous step. We evaluate the three measures (Euclidean
distance, Cosine similarity, chi-squared distance), to find out which measure delivers the best
performance with a global and with a local feature.



Which combination of features delivers the best results? We use single features and combine
them.



Which fusion strategy performs best? For the combinations of the previous question we
evaluate early fusion, late fusion and a mixture of both.



How does the size of L (2L+1 is the kernel size for intermediate feature creation) influence the
results? We use L=10 as standard. With the best result from the last steps we evaluate L=6
and L=20.



How do different feature selection kernels in intermediate feature creation influence the
results? We take the best run and evaluate it with a greedy kernel and a full similarity kernel.
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4.4.2

Training data and SVM training

In this stage, we compare the performance of the system with different training data. All test runs from
the previous stage are based on the same randomly selected training data set “one”. The goal in this
stage is to validate our results independently from the training data set. We investigate the following
questions:


How large should the training data set be? We execute several test runs with one good
performing set of parameters from the previous section, and vary the amount of randomly
selected frames for the training data. The amounts of frames we randomly take from the whole
data are 10%, 20%, 30%, 35% and 40%.



How does the ratio between frames of class 0 and frames of class 1 in the training set
influence the results? We take the best run from above, and vary the ratio between the frames
of class 0 and class 1 in the training data set.



Is it important to have frames from all gradual transition types in the training data set? In this
run, we do not randomly select the training data, but manually select the first half of the
sequences for each gradual transition type. These sequences are our training data. We perform
most of the test runs of the previous section with this training data set to validate the result.



Which kernel parameters of the SVM deliver the best results? We employ the best run from
the previous ones, and evaluate different kernel parameters for the SVM. Our standard kernel
used in all runs is linear. Furthermore, we evaluate a quadratic and a polynomial kernel of
third order.



Are our results independent from the training set? To answer this question, we perform all
tests from the previous section again with a comparably sized but again randomly selected, so
different, training set. We call these runs test set “two”.

Summing up, we perform three different sets of test runs with the material. We randomly select the
training data two times. We select the training data of the third set manually, considering the fact that
frames of all gradual transition types are in the training data. With each of these three training sets we
perform at least 15 test runs.

4.4.3

Post processing

In this stage, we investigate the performance of the post processing steps. We evaluate the median
filter and apply KLT verification and begin-end matching. The experiments in this section aim at
finding out, whether these post processing steps improve our results. We investigate the following
questions:


Which influence has the size of the median filter? To answer this question, we take some of
the best runs of the previous sections and use median filtering with filter sizes from 3 to 41.



Does begin-end matching improve the results? Which influence has the threshold? We
perform begin-end matching with some of the best results of the previous test runs. We use
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thresholds from 0.1-0.99 with different step sizes. We choose the step sizes depending on the
results of the first runs.


Which false positives can be identified with begin-end matching? If the begin-end matching
eliminates any false positives, we have a closer look at these.



Does KLT verification improve the results? Which influence has the threshold? We perform
KLT verification with some of the best results of the previous test runs. We use thresholds
from 1 to 9 with steps of 1.



Which false positives can be identified with KLT-verification? If the KLT-verification
eliminates any false positives, we have a closer look at these.



4.4.4

Does a combination of both post processing steps improve the results? We evaluate whether
the results of the post processing steps are better if they are combined. We combine them in a
way that we only eliminate positives that are falsified by both post processing steps.

Contemporary reference data

After the experiments with the historic material, we validate the approach with reference material. We
use material from the TRECVid 2007 SBD evaluation [1]. We aim at achieving a performance close to
the mean performance of the TRECVid 2007 SBD evaluation (see Table 2).
We extract colour features to learn about the influence of colour on the results. We extract the colour
histograms in YUV colour space. To keep the number of test runs small, we extract less features than
from the historic material. The following list contains the extracted features and a short description:


GlobLumHist16bin: A global luminance histogram with 16 bins is extracted.



GlobYHist16bin: Is the same as the GlobLumHist16bin



GlobUHist16bin: A global histogram of the U – channel with 16 bins is extracted.



GlobVHist16bin: A global histogram of the V – channel with 16 bins is extracted.



EdgeHist: The global MPEG-7 edge histogram descriptor [32].



BlockLumHist4x4_16bin: A 16 bin local luminance histogram is extracted from 16 (4*4)
blocks.



BlockYHist4x4_16bin: A 16 bin local luminance histogram is extracted from 16 (4*4) blocks.



BlockUHist4x4_16bin: A 16 bin local histogram of the U-channel is extracted from 16 (4*4)
blocks.



BlockVHist4x4_16bin: A 16 bin local histogram of the U-channel is extracted from 16 (4*4)
blocks.



EdgeHist2x2: A local MPEG-7 edge histogram descriptor [32] is extracted from 4 (2*2)
blocks.



EdgeHist3x3: A local MPEG-7 edge histogram descriptor [32] is extracted from 9 (3*3)
blocks.



EdgeHist4x4: A local MPEG-7 edge histogram descriptor [32] is extracted from 16 (4*4)
blocks.
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The main question regards the validity of our approach. Further questions are:


Which features delivers the best results? We evaluate each single feature.



Which combination of features delivers the best results? We use different single features and
combine them with late fusion.



How does the size of L (2L+1 is the kernel size for intermediate feature creation) influence the
results? We use L=10 as standard. With the best result from the last steps we evaluate L=4
and L=6.



How large should the training data set be? We do several test runs and vary the amount of
randomly selected frames for the training data. The amounts of frames we randomly take from
the whole data are 5%, 10%, 20% and 30%.



Is the usage of colour information an improvement of the results? Using the best results from
the previous steps, we evaluate the usage of the luminance histograms and the luminance
histograms plus the colour histograms. We also evaluate the usage of the colour information
only.



Which influence has the size of the median filter? To answer this question, we take some of
the best runs of the previous sections and use median filtering with filter sizes from 3 to 41.



Does begin-end matching improve the results? Which influence has the threshold? We
perform begin-end matching with some of the best results of the previous test runs. We use
thresholds from 0.1-0.99 with different step sizes. We choose the step sizes depending on the
results of the first runs.



Which false positives can be identified with it? If the begin-end matching eliminates any false
positives, we have a closer look at these.
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5

Results

In this section we present and discuss the results of the experiments. The organisation of the results
follows the experimental setup defined in the previous section with one exception. We add a
discussion about the intermediary results of classification before we present and discuss the results of
our post processing steps.
In Section 5.1 we show the results of the evaluation of features, distance measures, combination of
features, fusion strategies and filter kernels. In Section 5.2 we present the results for different training
sets and SVM parameters. Section 5.3 contains an intermediate discussion of the results. We analyse
the false positives and false negatives and evaluate post processing in Section 5.4. To validate our
results, we use contemporary material and present the results in Section 5.5. Detailed results are in
Appendix A.

5.1 Features, similarity matrix and intermediate features
In this section we present the results of features, similarity measures and different fusion strategies.
We use training data set “one”. First, we analyse the performance of single features in Section 5.1.1.
After that, we evaluate the usage of different difference measures in Section 5.1.2. In the next step, we
combine different features with early or late fusion to find out, whether more information leads to
better results and which fusion strategy is best in Section 5.1.3. In Section 5.1.4 we evaluate which
influence the kernel size for intermediate feature creation has on the results. Finally, we investigate the
feature selection during intermediate feature creation. Instead of a full similarity kernel we evaluate
the performance of a greedily selected kernel using the information theoretic feature selection
according to Cooper et al. [17] in Section 5.1.5.
The measures used for the results are frame precision (fp) and frame recall (fr). For a definition of
these measures see Section 2.1. Additional to frame precision and frame recall we use the mean of fp
and fr.
The f1 measure, which is generally a joint measure of precision and recall is often used in information
retrieval. The f1 measure rewards comparably high precision and recall. In our case, it is calculated as
f1

2 * fp * fr
.
fp  fr

It depends on the application of the results, whether high precision, or high recall, or comparably high
values for both are better. Additionally, the usage of the SVM for classification prohibits the
possibility to have influence on the ratio between recall and precision. Therefore, we use the mean of
precision and recall
m
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as measure to compare the results.
In contrast to most of the literature, where frame precision and frame recall as well as precision and
recall are used as performance measures, we only use frame precision and frame recall. Our test data
contains many long gradual transitions, and especially the start and the end of the gradual transitions is
hard to specify. With a tolerance of zero frames, as used in the TRECVid evaluation for the
calculation of precision and recall, we have poor results for recall and precision compared to our frame
precision and frame recall results. With a tolerance of e.g. three frames, we greatly improve our
results, but these are no longer comparable with the TRECVid results. Therefore, we only use the
measure of frame precision and recall which is fully comparable with the TRECVid results.
The following data is common to all runs that are the basis for the results in this section:


We use a kernel size L=10 for intermediate feature creation.



The training set consists of 2783 randomly selected frames, 1162 gradual transition frames
and 1621 non-transitional frames.



We train the SVM with a linear kernel.

5.1.1

Single features

We evaluate the single features first. Which feature, and which variant of this feature (regarding e.g.
the blocksize or the number of bins for a histogram) performs best?
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Figure 44: Results - performance of single features.

Figure 44 shows the results of one test run with each of our single features. It shows that the best
performing single feature is the block-based edge histogram with 16 blocks (EdgeHist4x4). The global
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luminance histogram delivers the poorest results. The second worst, the global edge histogram also
performs poorer than any block based feature.
The block-based edge histograms perform in most cases better than the block-based luminance
histograms. For most block-based features, more blocks deliver better results. For the block based
luminance histograms, more histogram bins cause better results.

5.1.2

Similarity measures

We investigate the question, which of our three suggested measures performs best. For this we
perform a test for the best single feature EdgeHist4x4 with our three measures Euclidean distance,
Cosine similarity and chi-squared distance. Figure 45 shows the results.

Different similarity measures
0.44
0.43

(fp+fr)/2

0.42
0.41
0.40
0.39
0.38
0.37
Euclidean

Cosine

chi-squared

Figure 45: Results - Different similarity measures with the feature EdgeHist4x4.

The chi-squared distance measure and the Euclidean distance measure perform comparably well. We
suggest the usage of the chi-squared distance measure for all test runs as it performs slightly better
than the Euclidean distance.
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5.1.3

Combination of features and fusion strategy

The combination of features aims at improving the results by including complementary information. In
this section, we investigate and compare the results of the fusion strategies early and late fusion. We
use ten different combinations of features. As we do not test systematically, we select the
combinations considering the following points:


Combination of all types of global and local features (a, c).



Combination of global and local features (a, b, c, d, f, g, h, i).



Combination of local features (e, j).



Combination of well performing features with poorly performing features (g, i).



Combinations with and without DCTCoeffs4x3, which we expect to contain complementary
information relevant for the b/w material (a and b, c and i).

We describe the ten employed combinations in the following list.
a) GlobLumHist16bin, DCTCoeffs4x3, EdgeHist, EdgeHist4x4, BlockLumHist4x4_8bin.
A combination of all types of global and local features we extracted.
b) GlobLumHist16bin, EdgeHist, EdgeHist4x4, BlockLumHist4x4_8bin.
The same combination as in a) without DCTCoeffs4x3.
c) DCTCoeffs4x3, EdgeHist, BlockLumHist4x4_8bin
DCTCoeffs4x3 with the best performing global feature and a well performing local feature.
d) DCTCoeffs4x3, EdgeHist.
DCTCoeffs4x3 with the best performing global feature.
e) DCTCoeffs4x3, BlockLumHist4x4_8bin.
DCTCoeffs4x3 with a well performing local feature.
f)

GlobLumHist16bin, BlockLumHist4x4_8bin.
The global and a local variant of the same feature type.

g) GlobLumHist16bin, EdgeHist4x4.
The worst global feature with the best local feature.
h) EdgeHist, EdgeHist4x4.
The global and a local variant of the same feature type. The local variant is the best single
feature.
i)

EdgeHist, BlockLumHist4x4_8bin.
A global and a local feature of different feature types.

j)

EdgeHist4x4, BlockLumHist4x4_8bin.
Two local features. EdgeHist4x4 is the best local feature.
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Combined features with late fusion
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Figure 46: Results - combined features with late fusion for the combinations a) to j). The best single
feature is EdgeHist4x4.

Figure 46 shows the results of the combination of features with late fusion, i.e. calculating a similarity
matrix with each of the features and combining the intermediate features of these in the intermediate
feature vector. The short names of the bars in the Figures 46, 47 and 48 corresponds with the list
above.
We observe that the combination of features with late fusion can improve results. The mean of frame
precision and frame recall is higher than in the best single feature run in test runs c) and e). Test run
a), the combination of all feature types, performs as well as the best single feature run. The other
seven late fusion runs perform worse than the best single feature run. All three runs performing better
or equal than the best single feature utilize the DCT coefficients in combination with other features
that include at least one local feature. The combination of the DCT coefficients with the global edge
histogram and the block-based luminance histogram in run c) is the best.
We conclude that the combination of features with late fusion can improve results. Furthermore, the
usage of more information does not necessarily deliver better results. Run c) outperforms run a),
although run a) combines all features from run c) and adds two more. The two features decreasing the
performance are the block based edge histogram and the global luminance histogram. This is an
interesting observation, as this block based edge histogram is the best single feature.
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Combined features with early fusion
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Figure 47: Results - combined features with early fusion for the combinations a) to j). The best single
feature is EdgeHist4x4.

In the next step we evaluate the combination of features with early fusion. Early fusion uses the
information in the different features in the stage of calculating the similarity matrix, i.e. only one
similarity matrix is used for intermediate feature creation. The results in Figure 47 show that early
fusion hardly improves results compared with the best single feature run. Only run g) performs slightly
better. Test run g) combines EdgeHist4x4, the best single feature, with the global luminance
histogram. Furthermore, we observe that the five best early fusion runs a), b), g), h) and j) all include
EdgeHist4x4. We conclude that the combination of features with early fusion hardly improves results.
This is underlined by the fact, that each of the five best runs contains the best single feature.
In the last step we compare the test runs of early and late fusion.

Combined features: Early vs. late fusion
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Figure 48: Results - Early fusion vs. late fusion for the combinations a) to j).
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Figure 48 shows the comparison of early and late fusion. Late fusion outperforms early fusion
significantly in runs c) and e). Early fusion outperforms late fusion significantly only in run g). These
three runs are the only feature combination runs that deliver better results than single features.
Summing up, the combination of more than one feature greatly improves results compared to the
usage of single features. A good number of features to combine is three. Late fusion significantly
outperforms early fusion.

5.1.4

Kernel size for intermediate feature creation L

This section evaluates the influence of the kernel size on the results. We employ our best configuration
- late fusion with feature combination c) - and repeat this run with different values for L.

Kernel sizes
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0.44
0.42
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0.36
L=6

L=10

L=15

Figure 49: Results - different kernel sizes.

L is the number of frames that the current frame is compared with in past and future. A larger L results
in a longer temporal comparison. We expect better results with a larger kernel. Figure 49 shows that
our expectation is right. The detection results improve from L=6 to L=10 and from L=10 to L=15.
The time needed for SVM training also increases with the kernel size. The test run with L=15 lasts
three times longer than the run with L=6. We conclude that L=10 is a good trade-off between training
time and detection performance.

5.1.5

Feature selection – Using different kernels for intermediate feature creation

The results of Cooper et al. [17] show that greedy feature selection performs comparably to the full
similarity kernel. All previous test runs utilized the full similarity kernel. We investigate, whether the
greedy feature selection kernels deliver good results with our approach as well. We evaluate the
greedy feature selection kernels with the best single feature (EdgeHist4x4, run a)) and with the best
feature combination (late fusion with DCTCoeffs4x3, EdgeHist and BlockLumHist4x4_8bin, run c)).
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As the greedy feature selection selects different points for global and block based features, we analyse
a global single feature as well. For this test run we use the feature GlobLumHist16bin (run b)).

(fp+fr)/2

Full similarity kernel vs. Greedy feature selection
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Figure 50: Feature selection - Full similarity kernel vs. Greedy feature selection.

Figure 50 shows the performance of the three test runs with the full similarity kernel and the greedy
feature selection kernel. The two single feature test runs – a) and b) – perform best with the full
similarity kernel. The late fusion run c) shows the potential of the greedy feature selection: The result
is almost as good as with the full similarity kernel, and the training time of the SVM (see Figure 51) is
less than a half. We assume that the three similarity matrices in run c) already contain a sufficient
amount of information to allow the omission of feature points.

Full similarity kernel vs. Greedy feature selection
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Figure 51: Feature selection - Training time.
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5.2 Training data / SVM training
In this section, we investigate the influence of the training stage of the SVM. All test runs from the
previous section are based on the same randomly selected training data set. We repeat some of the
tests with different training data to validate our results independently from the training data set.
In Section 5.2.1 we evaluate the influence of the size of the training data set on the performance of our
detector. But not only the size of the training data set, but also the ratio between frames of class 0 and
class 1 in the training data set is of importance. We evaluate this ratio in Section 5.2.2. In Section 5.2.3
we analyse, whether the different gradual transition types have an influence on the training. Next, we
evaluate the kernel parameters of the SVM in Section 5.2.4. Finally, we investigate whether our results
are independent from the training data set in Section 5.2.5.

5.2.1

Size of the training data set

We have two thresholds that allow a variation in the amount of data selected as training data. The first
threshold effects the number of sequences that are selected from all sequences of our data. We take
each sequence into account, and use a random value between 0 and 1. If this random value is less than
our threshold, we mark the sequence as training data. The second threshold effects the selection of
frames from the marked sequences. As the material contains less transitional frames, we use all
transitional frames from the marked sequences, but only some randomly selected non transitional
frames. We take each non-transitional frame into account, and use a random value between 0 and 1. If
this random value is less than our threshold, we discard the non-transitional frame for the training data.
We evaluate the first threshold with values from 0.1 to 0.4, and the second threshold with a value of
0.93. As the sequences have different lengths, we achieve different sized training data sets with the
same threshold values. The tests are all done with EdgeHist4x4 as single feature. The value of L is 10,
and the kernel parameter for the SVM is linear.
threshold1 #frames #gt frames

# nogt frames

a) 0,10

847

296

551

b) 0,10

937

521

416

c) 0,20

1211

425

786

d) 0,20

1514

745

769

e) 0,30

2034

795

1239

f)

0,30

2399

1090

1309

g) 0,35

2574

987

1587

h) 0,35

2670

1162

1508

i)

0,40

3110

1408

1702

j)

0,40

3180

1287

1893

k) 0,50

3877

1632

2245

l)

3992

1596

2396

0,50

Table 5: Training data set description for Figure 51.
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Training data set size
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Figure 52: Results - size of training data set.

The size of the training data set has an influence on the amount of information that is used for training.
If the training data set is too small, the danger of exclusion of important patterns is high. If the training
data set is too large, a danger of overtraining and overfitting occurs. Figure 52 shows the influence of
the size of the training data set on the performance of the detector. Table 5 contains the description of
the training data sets. The number of frames used for training increases from a) to l). At a first glance,
the detector results in Figure 52 show no significant change in performance with the growing number
of frames we use for training. Run b) performs second best, it has less then a quarter of frames in the
training set than run l).
We investigate the frame precision and frame recall as well. Run b) has a frame precision of 0.09 and
a frame recall of 0.8. The detector finds 80% of the gradual transition frames in the material, but only
9% of the found frames are gradual transition frames. All other runs (a), c) to l)) have values of frame
recall and frame precision that are closer together, with frame recall values typically around 0.3.
Therefore we ignore run b). We observe, that after discarding b), the two well performing runs are the
runs f) and h). Both use around 2500 frames for SVM training, which seems to be sufficient. We use
this value as SVM training data set size. We conclude that the training data set size has a limited
influence on the detector performance.

5.2.2

The ratio between frames of class 0 and frames of class 1

We investigate the ratio between the frames of class 0 (non-transitional frames) and class 1
(transitional frames) in the training data set.
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Ratio #GT/#NoGT frames - overall performance
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Figure 53: Results - Ratio between frames of class 0 and frames of class 1, overall performance.
ratio
#GT/#NoGT
frames
#frames #gt frames

# nogt frames

a)

0,30

1379

1059

b)

0,32

1530

367

1163

c)

0,34

909

233

676

d)

0,77

1274

553

721

e)

1,05

637

326

311

f)

2,11

854

579

275

g)

2,77

953

700

253

h)

5,29

667

561

106

i)

6,58

584

507

77

320

Table 6: Test run details for Figures 52 and 53

Figure 53 shows the performance of the test runs. Table 6 contains the description of the test runs. The
ratio is increasing from run a) to run i). The mean of frame precision and frame recall is increasing
from run a) to run i) as well. We observe a correlation between the increasing ratio between the
number of frames of the two classes in the training data and the detection performance.
In the next step, we evaluate frame precision and frame recall of the test runs. Figure 54 shows frame
recall and precision for the same test runs as in Figure 53. We observe a well balanced ratio between
frame recall and frame precision in the first three runs. With the increasing ratio between frames of the
two classes, the gap between frame recall and frame precision increases as well.
We conclude, that in the training data, a high ratio between class 0 and class 1 frames (i.e. a higher
number of gradual transition frames) leads to a better performance of the detector regarding the mean
of frame precision and recall. It also leads to a very poor frame precision. This poor frame recall
makes the results unusable. The most usable results are achieved with a ratio of around 0.33. In other
words, for one transitional frame in the training data three non-transitional frames are required.
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Ratio #GT/#NoGT frames - frame recall vs. frame precision
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Figure 54: Results - ratio between frames of class 0 and frames of class 1, frame recall and frame
precision.

5.2.3

Importance of frames of all gradual transition types in the training data set

In this section we investigate whether the composition of the transitional frames in the training data
influences the results. We expect that results improve when the training data set contains frames of all
gradual transition types.
In the previously used training data set the transitional frames are selected randomly without
consideration of the gradual transition type. In this step we manually add sequences to the training
data. We consider the fact that the training data contains frames of all gradual transition types in the
material. The non-transitional frames are selected randomly, identically as described in Section 5.2.1.
We use a value of 0.93 for the second threshold. We compare some test runs in the selected training
data set with some test runs from the original training data set “one” used in Section 5.1. Table 7
shows the general properties of the two training data sets.
Training data set

#frames

#gt frames

# nogt frames

kernel size

svm kernel

Original set “one”

2783

1162

1621

10

linear

Selected

2874

1300

1574

10

linear

Table 7: General properties of the two compared training sets.

We compare two sets of test runs: The single feature test runs and the multiple features late fusion test
runs.
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Random sequences vs. selected sequences - Single features
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Figure 55: Results of single features - random training sequences vs. manually selected training sequences

Figure 55 shows the comparison of the single feature runs with randomly selected training data and of
the single feature runs with partly manually selected training data. Each of the test runs with partly
manually selected training data performs poorer than the original test runs with randomly selected
features.
The following test runs from the late fusion test runs (see Section 5.1.3) have been repeated with the
partly manually selected training data. For a description of the feature combinations refer to Section
5.1.3.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
g)
h)
i)
j)

GlobLumHist16bin, DCTCoeffs4x3, EdgeHist, EdgeHist4x4, BlockLumHist4x4_8bin
GlobLumHist16bin, EdgeHist, EdgeHist4x4, BlockLumHist4x4_8bin
DCTCoeffs4x3, EdgeHist, BlockLumHist4x4_8bin
DCTCoeffs4x3, EdgeHist
DCTCoeffs4x3, BlockLumHist4x4_8bin
GlobLumHist16bin, EdgeHist4x4
EdgeHist, EdgeHist4x4
EdgeHist, BlockLumHist4x4_8bin
EdgeHist4x4, BlockLumHist4x4_8bin
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Random sequences vs. selected sequences - Late fusion
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Figure 56: Results of late fusion features - random training sequences vs. manually selected training
sequences.

Figure 56 shows the results of late fusion of the comparison between partly manually selected and
randomly selected training data. All test runs with the manually selected training data perform poorer
than the compared runs with randomly selected training data.
We conclude that it is no improvement of the results to select the training data considering the
different gradual transition types. The patterns around the gradual transitions seem to be comparable
no matter which gradual transition type. We assume that the poor performance results also from the
randomly selected sequences of non-transitional frames that are part of the training data set “one”, but
are not part of our selected training data set, as only sequences containing a gradual transition are
selected.

5.2.4

Kernel parameters of the SVM

Our standard kernel used in all runs is linear. We investigate whether other kernels deliver better
results. We use a quadratic and a polynomial kernel of third order. The features are EdgeHist and
BlockLumHist4x4_8bin combined with late fusion. The intermediate feature creation size L=10.
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SVM Kernel
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Figure 57: Results of different SVM kernels.

Figure 57 shows the results of three test runs with different SVM kernel parameters. The performance
decreases with the order of the polynomial kernels. A quadratic kernel performs poorer than a linear
kernel. A polynomial kernel of order three performs poorer than the quadratic kernel. We conclude
that for our classification problem the linear kernel delivers the best results.

5.2.5

Independence from the training data set

In this step, we investigate the independence from the training data set. We employ a second randomly
selected training data set (set “two”). We compare some test runs on this training data set with some
test runs on the original training set used in Section 5.1 (set “one”). We add the results from the
selected training data set (Section 5.2.3) as third training data set to the comparison. Table 8 shows the
general properties of the three compared training data sets.
Training
data set

#frames

#gt frames

one

2783

1162

1621

10

linear

two

2622

987

1635

10

linear

selected

2874

1300

1574

10

linear

# nogt frames

kernel size

svm kernel

Table 8: General properties of the three compared training sets.

For the evaluation, we employ three training data sets to analyse, whether our results from Section 5.1
are independent from the training data.
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Training data independence - Single features
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Figure 58: Results of single features - Training data sets “one”, “two” and “selected”.

Figure 58 shows the results of the different training data sets. We evaluate two points. First, whether
the features deliver comparable results in all three test sets. Second, whether the results are dependent
from the training data set.
Regarding the first point, we observe the feature categories global features and DCT coefficients,
block based luminance histograms and block-based edge histograms. We find comparable results. The
global features and DCT coefficients perform worst in all three training data sets. The block-based
edge histogram with 16 blocks (EdgeHist4x4) performs best in sets “one” and “two”. The luminance
histograms perform slightly worse than the edge histograms in these sets. The test runs with the
different block based luminance histograms show that in the training data set “one”, the run with 4x4
blocks and 8 bin histograms is the best run. In the training data set “two”, the run with 4x4 blocks and
16 bin histograms is the best run. In the training data set “selected”, the 3x3 block 16 bin histograms
perform best. We observe that the test runs with the edge histograms expose that in two cases the 4x4
block edge histograms performs best, and in one case the 3x3 block edge histogram.
For the second point we observe, that test set “two” delivers better results than test set “one”, and test
set “one” delivers better results than test set “selected”.
We conclude that in the single feature runs the results are not independent from the training data set.
But the results are usable for the comparison of the performance of the single features, as the feature
categories perform comparable. We have variations regarding block sizes and number of histogram
bins. We assume that these variations result from our small test data set.
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Training data independence - Late fusion
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Figure 59: Results of features combined with late fusion – Training data sets “one”, “two” and “selected”.

Figure 59 shows the comparison of our three training data sets for combined features with late fusion.
We use the same combination of features as in Section 5.2.3. In all three training data sets, either run
c) or e) performs best. For each run, set “two” delivers better results than set “one” which delivers
better results than set “selected”.
We conclude that our results are not independent from the training data. But the results are usable for
the evaluation of late fusion. The feature combinations deliver consistent results with the different
training data sets.
Especially the training data sets “one” and “two”, both of comparable size and randomly selected,
perform comparable. The only difference regards the block based luminance histograms. In the
training data set “one” the 4x4 block 8 bin luminance histograms perform best, whereas in the training
data set “two” the 4x4 block 16 bin luminance histograms perform best.

5.3 Discussion of the intermediate results
In this section, we analyse intermediate results. Our results contain false positives, i.e. non-transitional
frames that are labelled as gradual transition frames by the detector. Furthermore, our results contain
false negatives, i.e. gradual transitions that are not identified by the detector. Table 9 shows a list of
some exemplary false positives from our best test run. This test run has a frame precision of 0.26 and a
frame recall of 0.86 after median filtering (see Section 5.4.1). We analyse the false negatives as well.
Most of the frames classified false negatives are at the border of gradual transitions. The problem is
not the compete misclassification, but a problem of detection of the exact begin and end of a gradual
transition. We only have a look at the false negatives that are not connected temporarily to a gradual
transition. In our test run, there is only one false negative, because frame recall is very high and our
transitions are long. Therefore, in Table 10 we include typical false negatives from other test runs.
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Transition
name

Start
frame

End
frame

Sequence
start

Sequence
end

Description

Standard Shot 810

848

798

898

Dancing feet on the ground, lots of dark regions and motion.
The dark regions results from a static iris.

Standard Shot 1178

1185

1142

1198

Motion and a static iris.

Standard Shot 1362

1379

1343

1389

Close-up of dancing. Due to clothing lots of dark regions in
the picture.

Standard Shot 6944

6952

6728

7089

Zoom and pan, fast motion of a dark region (hair and cloths)
before frame 6944.

Standard Shot 7010

7019

Standard Shot 7771

7779

7684

7828

Pan, same shot as above.
Pan, a man in black moves through the picture.

Standard Shot 22851

22859

22834

22901

A person works with an axe. Lots of dark regions due to a
shadow

Standard Shot 25202

25228

25191

25300

Motion: A black horse walks through the picture from left to
right.

Table 9: False positives in Kinoglaz [29].

Figure 60 shows a sequence that is falsely classified as a gradual transition. A black horse walks from
left to right at the beginning of the sequence. This creates a pattern comparable to a gradual transition.
The similarity matrix shows two regions of high self-similarity and lower similarity between the two
regions. But the wrongly classified frames are in the first region of high self similarity. A closer look
shows patterns comparable to the patterns of a gradual transition.

Figure 60: Kinoglaz frames and similarity matrix of a false positive: Frames 25191, 25213, 25235, 25257,
25279, 25300 and the similarity matrix (chi-squared, GlobLumHist16bin) of the sequence 25191-25300.

Table 10 shows exemplary false negatives.
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Transition
name

Start
frame

End
frame

Sequence
start

Sequence
end

Description

Dissolve

55648

55689

55590

55827

A very low contrast scene dissolves to a similarly looking
other low contrast scene

Dissolve

43468

43509

43378

43607

A scene with people working in a corn field dissolves to
another perspective of the same people working in the corn
field.

Dissolve

82722

82762

82711

82817

The dissolve seems to "hang" in between the two frames and
is then changing very abrupt.

Table 10: Some false negatives in Kinoglaz [29]

Figure 61 shows frames and the similarity matrix of a false negative. The dissolve is starting very
untypical like a cut, which can be seen well in the upper left corner of the similarity matrix. We
observe that the first frames 82721 and 82723 are very different. The second half of the dissolve
shows not much change as can be seen on the other four frames. We assume that this dissolve is
detected as a cut.

Figure 61: Kinoglaz frames and similarity matrix of a false negative: Frames 82721, 82723, 82727, 82750,
82760, 82817 and the similarity matrix (chi-squared, GlobLumHist16bin) of the sequence 82711 to 82817.

The false positives are mostly results of motion. This is what we expected after theoretical research. In
literature, motion is the main challenge for gradual transition detection. The false negatives we found
are results of unclear transitions and bad material.
Summing up, we have three problems in our detection so far:


False positives mainly due to motion in the frames.



Inexact detection of begin and end of a detected transition.



False negatives due to gradual transitions of poor quality.
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The false negatives do not occur frequently. Therefore, we will put no efforts in detecting them in post
processing. In post processing, we only process the positively detected transitions. We aim at the
identification of false positives.

5.4 Post processing
In post processing we employ the best single feature and late fusion runs with the training data sets
“one” and “two”, and process them with the two post processing methods, the begin-end matching and
the KLT verification. First, in Section 5.4.1 we investigate the application of the median filter on the
results.

5.4.1

The window size of the median filter

We apply a median filter with filter sizes from 3 to 43 on the best test runs from sets “one” and “two”.

Median filter
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Figure 62: Results - Median filter sizes

Figure 62 shows the results of the median filter application with different window sizes. We observe,
that the application of a median filter improves the results significantly. For good results we suggest a
median filter window size of 31 frames. We observe that this window size correlates with the mean
length of gradual transitions, 31 frames (see Table 4).

5.4.2

Begin-End Matching

We perform begin-end matching on the best test runs from the test sets one and two. As the two best
test runs are both multiple feature runs with late fusion, we evaluate begin-end matching with a single
feature run with GlobLumHist16bin as well. We use thresholds from 0.1-0.99.
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Begin-end matching of the best run of test set one
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Figure 63: Begin-End matching of a late fusion run (DCTCoeffs4x3, EdgeHist, BlockLumHist4x4_8bin) of
test set one.

Figure 63 and Figure 64 show the performance of begin-end matching with late fusion runs. The two
runs are the best runs from test set one and test set two. The dotted line represents the results without
usage of begin-end matching. We observe that the usage of begin-end matching is no improvement of
the results. Figure 63 and Figure 64 show that any threshold above 0.5 includes all sequences.
Thresholds equal to and below 0.5 reduce the quality of results, as they falsify true positives and false
positives.

Begin-end matching of the best run of test set two
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Figure 64: Begin-End matching of a late fusion run (DCTCoeffs4x3, EdgeHist, BlockLumHist4x4_8bin) of
test set two.
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Figure 65 and Figure 66 show the begin-end matching results of single feature runs.

Begin-end matching of a single feature run of test set one
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Figure 65: Begin-End matching of a single feature run (GlobLumHist16bin) in test set one.

We observe that the application of begin-end matching decreases the quality of our classification
results.
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Figure 66: Begin-End matching of a single feature run (GlobLumHist16bin) in test set two.

With small thresholds, begin-end matching falsifies a comparable amount of false and true positives.
No falsification is taking place with larger thresholds. Our hypothesis, that a sequence of frames not
containing a shot boundary has high similarity between begin and end of the sequence is falsified.
Table 11 shows the Begin-end matching values of the false positives described in Table 9. The last
row of the table shows the begin-end matching value of a Kinoglaz sequence of dark frames. The
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values are from begin-end matching of the single feature run with GlobLumHist16bin of test set
“one”.
Sequence start

Sequence end

Begin-end value

798

898

0.10

1142

1198

0.02

1343

1389

0.02

6728

7089

0.07

7684

7828

0.14

22834

22901

0.06

25191

25300

0.04

11266

11299

0.71

Table 11: Begin-end matching values of the false positives in Table 9 (top seven rows) and of a sequence of
dark frames (last row).

We observe that the values are all below 0.15. The theoretic maximum (1.0 for full similarity between
begin and end of the sequence) is not nearly reached. We conclude that begin-end matching is not
useful to falsify false positives. We assume that our hypothesis is only true for static sequences, e.g.
intertitles. Typical false positives that include camera or object motion do not have similar frames in
the beginning and the ending of the sequence.

5.4.3

KLT-verification

We apply KLT-verification as described in Section 3.6.3 to results of the previous test runs to remove
false positives. We use thresholds from 1 to 13 with a step size of 2. The threshold determines the
number of trajectories that have to be persistent in the sequence of images to falsify the occurrence of
a shot boundary in this sequence. A higher thresholds makes the result more confident. If the KLTverification eliminates any false positives, we have a closer look at these.
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KLT verification of the best run of test set one
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Figure 67: KLT verification of a late fusion run (DCTCoeffs4x3, EdgeHist, BlockLumHist4x4_8bin) of
test set one.

Figure 67 and Figure 68 show the results of the best runs of test set one and test set two. In Figure 67
we observe a slight improvement of the results with a threshold of 11. The improvement is very
small- in the range below one percent. Figure 68 shows no improvement of the result.
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Figure 68: KLT verification of a late fusion run (DCTCoeffs4x3, EdgeHist, BlockLumHist4x4_8bin) of
test set two.

Figure 69 and Figure 70 show the application of KLT-verification on single feature runs. In both
cases, no improvement of the result is exposed.
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KLT verification of a single feature run of test set one
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Figure 69: KLT verification results of a single feature run (GlobLumHist16bin) in test set one.
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Figure 70: KLT verification results of a single feature run (GlobLumHist16bin) in test set two.

Summing up, the KLT verification is useless for the identification of false positives. The improvement
that occurs in one of the test runs is not reproducible.
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Sequence start

Sequence end

KLT verified

798

898

0

1142

1198

0

1343

1389

0

6728

7089

0

7684

7828

0

22834

22901

0

25191

25300

0

Table 12: KLT verification with threshold = 13 for the false positives in Table 9.

Table 12 shows the KLT verification results with a threshold of 13 for the false positives in Table 9.
We observe that each of the false positives falsified. Our hypothesis, that sequences not containing a
shot boundary have persistent trajectories is verified. But the suboptimal results of the whole
verification process reveal that also numerous true positives are falsified, i.e. numerous true positives
have persistent trajectories.

5.4.4

Combination of both post processing steps

We investigate whether the results of the post processing steps improve when they are combined. We
combine them in a way that only positives that are falsified by both post processing steps are
eliminated. Although both verification steps we propose don’t improve the the results, we assume that
a combination can improve the results. The results in terms of frame precision and frame recall do not
show, which sequences are falsified. If the two post processing steps identify different sequences, we
gain information by a logical “AND” combination of their results. We combine the results of all post
processing runs. We observe that the combination of the two post processing steps yields no
improvement of the results.
We sum up, that both verification methods and also their combination do not improve the results. We
conclude, that


begin-end matching is no general clue whether a sequence contains a gradual transition of not,
and second,



that KLT verification does not help to identify false positives that are detected due to motion.

5.5 Contemporary reference data
We evaluate our approach for contemporary material in order to validate it. Additionally, we
investigate which single feature delivers the best results with contemporary material in Section 5.5.1.
In Section 5.5.2 we evaluate the performance of the combination of multiple features with late fusion.
A further question is, whether colour information is essential for detection. We evaluate the
performance of the luminance histograms vs. YUV histograms in Section 5.5.2. We test whether
kernel size and training data set size influence the results in the Sections 5.5.3 and 5.5.4. Finally, we
evaluate the performance of begin-end matching in Section 5.5.6.
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5.5.1

Single features

Due to complexity, we evaluate the performance of selected features only. We use two global features
– the luminance histogram (TV_GlobLumHist16bin) and the edge histogram (TV_EdgeHist). We
employ two block based variants of these features – both with 16 blocks (TV_EdgeHist4x4 and
TV_BlockLumHist4x4_8bin). Figure 71 shows the results of these runs. We observe that the
luminance histograms perform better than the edge histograms. In both cases, the global features
perform better than the block-based features. We assume that this is a result of the low quality of the
material and its gradual transitions. Compared to our historic testing material, the contemporary
material has many short (one frame) gradual transitions (see Table 1) that are easily detectable with a
global feature, comparable to the detection of a cut, as the whole scene changes.
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Figure 71: Results for contemporary material - Performance of single features.

5.5.2

Combination of features and influence of the colour features

We evaluate only late fusion, as we expect that early fusion doesn’t deliver better results.
A second aspect we consider in our late fusion test runs is the influence of colour on the results. We
perform test runs with only luminance histograms, we perform test runs with all three channels
(YUV), and we also employ the colour features (UV) only. We perform the following test runs.
a)

TV_GlobYHist16bin, TV_GlobUHist16bin, TV_GlobVHist16bin, TV_BlockYHist4x4bin,
TV_BlockUHist4x4bin, TV_BlockVHist4x4bin
A combination of global and local luminance and colour difference histograms.
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b)

TV_GlobLumHist16bin, TV_BlockLumHist4x4_8bin
A combination of global and local luminance histograms.

c)

TV_GlobLumHist16bin, TV_EdgeHist4x4
A combination of the global luminance histogram (the best single feature) and the local
edge histogram (the best feature with historic material).

d)

TV_GlobYHist16bin, TV_GlobUHist16bin, TV_GlobVHist16bin
A combination of the global luminance and colour difference histograms.

e)

TV_GlobUHist16bin, TV_GlobVHist16bin
A combination of the global colour difference histograms.

f)

TV_BlockUHist4x4bin, TV_BlockVHist4x4bin
A combination of the local colour histograms.

Figure 72 shows the results of the test runs. The dotted line represents the result of the best single
feature, TV_GlobLumHist_16bin. We observe that no combination with late fusion outperforms the
best single feature run. The second aspect we investigate is the importance of the colour features. We
compare runs a) and b). Run a) is the combination of all (Y, U and V) global and block based
histograms, run b) the combination of the global and the block based luminance (Y) histograms. The
additional information in the colour channels U and V degrades the results. Runs d), e) and f)
underline this. Run d) is a run with all (YUV) global histograms. Runs e) and f) are runs with the
global and block based colour components U and V only. None of these runs outperforms run b), the
best late fusion result, or the best single feature run.
We draw two conclusions. First, the combination of features causes no improvements of the results.
Second, the information in the colour channels causes no improvement of the results. We are aware,
that other studies show different results [5, 17].
Frame recall

Frame precision

TV 2007 mean

0.628

0.821

TV 2007 best

0.894

0.993

TV 2007 worst non-zero

0.251

0.514

Our approach (TV_GlobLumHist_16bin)

0.441

0.881

Table 13: Results for contemporary material - Comparison of the TRECVid 2007 results [1] with our
results.

The goal of these evaluations is to validate our approach in comparison to other methods. The results
show, that our results are comparable with the TRECVid evaluation results (see Table 13). Therefore
we do not emphasize the results regarding the combination of features and the colour components, as
our testing data set is small.
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Figure 72: Results for contemporary material - Late fusion.

5.5.3

Kernel size for intermediate feature creation

We use L=10 as standard. We repeat a well performing run with L=6 and L=15. The feature we use in
the test runs is GlobLumHist_16bin. Figure 73 shows the results of these test runs. We observe that
L = 6, which results in a 13x13 kernel, delivers the best results. This is different to the historic
material, where a kernel lag of L=15 delivers the best results. We suppose that the different mean and
median lengths of the gradual transitions (see Table 1 and Table 4) cause this difference.
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Figure 73: Results for contemporary material - Kernel size for intermediate feature creation.
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5.5.4

Size of the training data set

We perform several test runs and vary the amount of randomly selected frames for the training data.
The amounts of frames we randomly take from the whole data are 5%, 10%, 20% and 30%. This
causes different training data set sizes. Figure 74 shows the results of these different training data set
sizes with single feature runs with the TV_EdgeHist4x4 feature. We observe that an increase in the
size of the training data set causes an increase in the quality of the results.

Training data set size
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0.60
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0.50
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# frames

Figure 74: Results for contemporary material - Training data set size.

5.5.5

Median filter size

We employ a median filter with different window sizes on the results of one of our test runs with
contemporary material. Figure 75 shows the results.
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Figure 75: Results for contemporary material - Median filter.

We observe that the application of a median filter is no improvement of the results. We assume that
this is caused by the many short gradual transitions in the contemporary material.

5.5.6

Begin-end matching

We perform begin-end matching with the best result of the single feature test runs. We employ
thresholds from 0.1-0.99. Figure 76 shows the results of the begin-end matching runs. Analogous to
the results with historic material (see Section 5.4.2) the begin-end matching is no improvement of the
results.
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Figure 76: Results for contemporary material - Begin-end matching.
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5.5.7

Conclusion of the contemporary material test runs

The goals of the application of the detector on contemporary material are the validation of the
approach and the comparison of the approach with other approaches. The contemporary material we
use is annotated material from the TRECVid evaluation. We compare the results with those of the
participants in the TRECVid evaluation 2007 (see Table 13) and observe that our approach performs
comparably well.
The other findings regarding the contemporary material are only of limited relevance, as we didn´t
investigate further. Some of the findings support our findings with the historic material, e.g. the beginend matching (see above).
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6

Conclusion

In this thesis we presented a literature research for the problem of shot boundary detection. We
suggested an approach for the detection of gradual transitions in historic material based on the
literature research. We tested the approach for historic material of low quality and for contemporary
reference material of high quality. The lessons learned are as follows:



The detection of gradual transitions in historic material with approaches comparable to the
approaches for contemporary material is possible.



Due to the flickering and brightness changes in the historic material different features than for
contemporary material are required. The combination of DCTCoeffs4x3, EdgeHist and
BlockLumHist4x4_8bin delivers the best result. Two of the three features are texture-based.



If we use a single feature, a local texture feature (EdgeHist4x4) performs better than any
luminance feature.



The combination of more than one feature with late fusion significantly improves the results.
Late fusion performs better than early fusion.



Due to the length of the gradual transitions in historic material a larger intermediate feature
creation kernel size than with contemporary material is necessary. The best results are with a
31x31 kernel, in contrast to a 13x13 kernel for contemporary material



The greedy feature selection as proposed by Cooper et al. [17] delivers comparably to a full
similarity kernel in some cases. In our best experiment, the results of greedy feature selection
and full similarity kernel are equally well. It reduces the number of feature points to almost a
third.



Due to the length of the gradual transitions in historic material the smoothing of the results
with a median filter with a filter size close to the mean length of gradual transitions
significantly improves the results.




It is not necessary to include frames of all gradual transition types in the training data set.
Our results with historic material show the same findings in all three test sets. Therefore these
are valid.



Due to the length of the gradual transitions it is harder to find the exact start frame and end
frame of a gradual transition.




The post processing approach with begin-end matching is no improvement for the results.
The post processing approach with KLT verification is no improvement for the results.

We see future work in the following points: Post processing, importance of colour features and
classification.
The two post processing steps we propose in this thesis do not improve results. The analysis of our
false positives shows that motion in high contrast scenes, generally “black object moves in front of
bright background”, is a major problem. The post processing steps in literature contain temporal
heuristics and SIFT features. The KLT features we used delivered suboptimal results for verification
of historic material. We assume that this might be due to flicker, scratches, etc. and that the SIFT
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features might pose this challenge as well. A deeper analysis of both post processing steps is required.
Future work should include the employment of different post processing methods on historic material.
A further point for future work is the investigation of the importance of colour features for SBD. Our
experiments with contemporary material indicated that the colour information might even decrease the
quality of the results. In future work, the test runs should be employed on a larger test data set.
Although the SVM classification suits well for large feature vectors, it does not give gradual
confidence of the result. The classification with a kNN classifier could solve this, as the number of
nearest neighbours of one class gives a confidence value for each result. This confidence value can
support the verification of the results.
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Appendix A: Detailed results
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Appendix B: Description of Matlab Scripts
Configuration and start
Files: start.m, make_batch_files.m,

start_batch.m

The SBD prototype can either perform a single SBD task, or many tasks started as a batch. The script
start.m allows the configuration of a single run, and also starts this run. Each run has a unique
identifier, the testSetNo. The script make_batch_files.m allows the same configuration as start.m, but
instead of starting the task it saves the configuration to a file which contains the testSetNo in the
filename. After configuring the test sets for the batch, the batch can be started with start_batch.m.
Feature extraction
Functions:
function sequence_maker_for_feature_extraction(startFrame, endFrame, framePath, featuresPath,
homePath, options_featureExtraction, groundTruthPath)
function feature_extractor(startFrame, endFrame, framePath, featuresPath, homePath,
options_featureExtraction)

A basic assumption for the SBD prototype is that the cuts are already known. The first function
sequence_maker_for_feature_extraction is called by one of the start scripts. It makes sequences based
on the ground truth data. A sequence is a series of frames in between two cuts. If there are gradual
transitions in the material, the sequence is starting at the cut before the gradual transition, and ending
at the cut after the gradual transition. Therefore, a sequence like this contains three ground truth parts:
Standard Shot 1, Dissolve 1, Standard Shot 2.
If there is another Dissolve following the Standard Shot 2, the extracted sequence will look like this:
Standard Shot 2, Dissolve 2, Standard Shot 3.
In this example, the features for Standard Shot 2 are extracted twice.
After all the sequences are put together, the function feature_extractor is called for each of the
sequences, the features are extracted and saved to one file per sequence.
Intermediate feature creation
Functions:
function make_Intermediate_Features_from_dir(featuresPath, homePath, imFeaturesPath,
beMatchPath, options_intermediateFeatureCreation, noOfSMs, big_L, plot, testSetNo)
function intermediate_features_results = make_Intermediate_Features (changeResFactor,
normValues, Features, big_L, plot, options_intermediateFeatureCreation, noOfSMs)

The function

make_Intermediate_Features_from_dir

is called by one of the start scripts. It loads all

feature files from a specified directory, and calls make_Intermediate_Features for each of the files. The
intermediate feature vector and the begin-end match feature are returned and saved in a file each. If
the flag plot is set, the similarity matrices are plotted to figures, and no intermediate feature vector is
saved.
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SVM training
Functions:
function train_svm (startFrame, endFrame, groundTruthPath, imFeaturesPath, resultsPath,
homePath, beMatchPath, randomSequences, randomAmount, amountOfDiscardedNogradual transitions,
startFramesOfSequences, kernel_function, testSetNo, useSequencesOfOtherRun, useBEPreProc,
useIMFeaturesOfOtherRun)

The function

train_svm

is called by one of the start scripts. The training data set is first determined,

either from another run, or by random selection, or by sequence numbers configured. In the next step,
the training data together with the ground truth is used for the training of the SVM. Finally, the
training data and the trained SVM are saved.
Classification
Functions:
function classify_sequences(groundTruthPath, imFeaturesPath,resultsPath,homePath,beMatchPath,
testSetNo, startFrame, endFrame, medFilterSize, useBEPreProc,useIMFeaturesOfOtherRun )

The function classify_sequences is called by one of the start scripts. The frames of the data that have
not been used for training are now classified by the SVM trained in the previous step. The raw results
and the median filtered results are saved into a file.
Post processing
Functions:
function klt_match(resultsPath,homePath, startFrame, endFrame, medFilterSize, KLTPath,
testSetNo, useClassDataFromSet, minLength, noOfTraj)
result_groups = function group_results(result_vector)
isgradual transition = function analyse_klt_data_from_sequence(startFrame,endFrame, KLTPath,
minLength, noOfTraj)
function BE_matching (beMatchPath, threshold, resultsPath, homePath, testSetNo,
useClassDataFromSet, useIMFeaturesOfOtherRun, medFilterSize)
function combine_results (resultsPath,homePath, medFilterSize, testSetNo, useClassDataFromSet)

In the post processing, three steps can be configured and performed. The functions for the three steps
(begin-end match, KLT verification, combination of results) are called by one of the start scripts. The
function klt_match first groups the results that are in the form of a flag for each frame to sequences of
connected frames by a call of group_results. Next, each sequence is sent to
and true or false for verification or falsification is returned. Finally,
frame recall and precision are calculated and saved in the results file.
In the next post processing step, the function BE_matching loads the begin-end matching features and
verifies or falsifies each sequence depending on the threshold. The results are saved in a results file.

analyse_klt_data_from_sequence

Finally, the results from KLT verification and begin-end matching are combined in a way, that only
sequences that are falsified by both of the post processing steps are finally falsified.
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Appendix C: Configuration options
Parameter name

Type

Description

startFrame

int

The first frame to process.

endFrame

int

The last frame to process.

doFeatureExtraction

bool

True if the current test run should include feature extraction.

doIntermediateFeatureCreation

bool

True if the current test run should include intermediate feature
creation.

doSVMTraining

bool

True if the current test run should include SVM training.

doSVMClassification

bool

True if the current test run should include SVM classification.

doBEMatching

bool

True if the current test run should include post processing with
begin-end matching.

doKLTverification

bool

True if the current test run should include post processing with
KLT verification.

doCombineResults

bool

True if the current test run should combine the post processing
results.

useBEPreProc

bool

True if the current test run should perform a begin-end
matching run as a pre processing step, and include only
sequences possibly containing a gradual transition in the data.

framePath

char[]

Path to the frames of the movie.

featuresPath

char[]

Path to the feature files.

homePath

char[]

Start path.

imFeaturesPath

char[]

Path to the intermediate feature files.

beMatchPath

char[]

Path to the begin-end match feature files.

resultsPath

char[]

Path to the result files. This directory contains the trainings
data, the classification results and the post processing results
(i.e. begin-end matching results, klt verification results and
combined results).

KLTPath

char[]

Path to the KLT feature files.

groundTruthPath

char[]

Path to the ground truth file.

testSetNo

int

Identifier of the current test run. Each run needs its identifier,
as using the same identifier for two runs will overwrite
previous results.

useIMFeaturesOfOtherRun

int

If this test run should use the intermediate features of a
previous run, this parameter is set to the identifier of the
previous run. If the current test run number should be used, set
it to the current test run identifier.
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Parameter name

Type

Description

options_featureExtraction

struct

A structure containing the options for the feature extraction. It
contains a field “features” for all the feature names, and a field
“length” for the length of the feature vector of each feature.
The following example extracts all possible features:
options_featureExtraction =
struct('features',
{'DCTCoeffs','EdgeHist','EdgeHist2x2','Edg
eHist3x3','EdgeHist4x4','GlobLumHist16bin'
,'BlockLumHist3x3_16bin','BlockLumHist3x3_
8bin',
'BlockLumHist4x4_16bin','BlockLumHist4x4_8
bin','BlockLumHist2x2_16bin','BlockLumHist
2x2_8bin'},'length',{'120','5','20','45','
80','16','144','72','256','128','64','32'}
);

noOfSMs

int

Number of similarity matrices used as basis for the
intermediate feature extraction. Needed for the following
intermediate feature options.

options_intermediateFeatureCreation

struct

A structure containing the options for the creation of the
intermediate features, i.e. the features used in the similarity
matrices, and if greedy feature selection is used. It is possible
to configure one similarity matrix with a single feature to m
similarity matrices with 1 .. n features each, where m and n can
be of any size. The following example is creating 3 similarity
matrices, where the first two only have one feature included,
and the third has two features included. For more examples see
the comments in the source code.
options_intermediateFeatureCreation =
struct('feature1',{'GlobLumHist16bin','Blo
ckLumHist3x3_16bin','DCTCoeffs'},'feature2
',{'none','none','EdgeHist'}, 'greedy',
{'glob','block','none'});

big_L

int

The size of the lag for the kernel size used for intermediate
feature extraction (see Figure 19).

plot

bool

If this is set to true, the created similarity matrices are plotted
to a MatLab figure, and no intermediate features are extracted
and saved. It is advisable to use this only for single feature
files, and not to enable other SBD task steps in this run. The
figure has to be saved by the user.

useSequencesOfOtherRun

int

If the recent run should use the same training data as another
run, set this parameter to the identifier of the other run.

randomSequences

bool

Determines if the training data, i.e. the sequences used for
training, should be randomly selected.

randomAmount

float

If random sequences is set to true, this value sets the amount
of all available data (i.e. all intermediate feature files) that is
used for training.
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Parameter name

Type

Description

amountOfDiscardedNogradual
transitions

float

The selected sequences can contain gradual transition frames,
and frames that are not part of a gradual transition. There are
more non-transitional frames in the data.
To achieve a well-balanced ratio of transitional and nontransitional frames in the training data, each gradual transition
is used for training, but only some non-transitional frames.
This parameter sets the number of non-transitional frames of
the selected sequences that are not used for training.

kernel_function

char[]

This parameter sets the kernel function used for SVM training.
Possible values are
‘linear’
‘quadratic’
‘polynomial’

medFilterSize

int

The window size of the median filter, used for the filtering of
the classification data, in frames.

useClassDataFromSet

int

If the post processing should be done for an older run, set this
to the identifier of the previous run.

threshold

float

Begin-end matching threshold for post processing.

noOfTraj

int

This parameter sets the number of trajectories, that have to go
through a found gradual transition sequence, to falsify the
sequence.
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